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Covers: Ocean biological productivity around Antarctic (front cover) and in the Arctic (back cover). The summer
minimum sea-ice cover, shown in white, and phytoplankton pigment concentration derived from a composite of all the
data acquired between 1978 and 1982 by NASA's Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) aboard Nimbus-7; pigment
concentrations range from less than 0.1 mg/cubic meter of sea water (purple) to 30 mg/cubic meter (orange). [Images
produced by G. Feldman, NASA/GSFC.]
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Frontispiece: This satellite mosaic image of Antarctica was compiled from 1 km resolution AVHRR data obtained
by NOAA weather satellites. [The image was produced by the National Remote Sensing Centre, United Kingdom.]
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1. Introduction
There is a growing need to improve our
understanding of processes that occur at high
latitudes. As we learn more about our planet, we
become increasingly aware that a global perspec-
tive is needed to address issues that are important
to people everywhere; issues such as ozone deple-
tion in the stratosphere, acid rain, ocean pollution,
and climate change. Fortunately, this growing
awareness comes at a time when we also have the
capability to acquire that global perspective from
satellites.
Contrast between conditions at the equator
and at the poles is the main driver of the large-scale
atmospheric and oceanic circulation systems that
redistribute heat, water, gases, and nutrients around
the world and determine global climate, habitabil-
ity, and biological productivity. Unique aspects of
the polar regions that influence the climate ma-
chine include:
the dramatic albedo change associated with
the annual cycle of snow cover on land and
sea ice on the ocean;
• the insulation between atmosphere and the
ocean provided by the sea-ice cover;
the effects of the melting and freezing of
sea ice on ocean-density structure that
controls the formation of the deep and
bottom waters which cool and ventilate the
deep oceans;
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the vast ice sheets in Greenland and
Antarctica, containing enough water to
raise sea level by some 70 meters;
• production of large amounts of methane
from Arctic wetlands;
exchange of carbon dioxide between
the atmosphere and high-latitude
waters, where the processes of deep-
water formation offer a link with the
deep ocean.
In addition, the effects of climate
warming are expected to be amplified at high
northern latitudes, where significantly en-
hanced warming is predicted. This offers the
opportunity for early detection of warming by,
for instance, measurement of surface air tem-
peratures at many locations, systematic moni-
toring of seasonal sea-ice and snow (Figure 1),
and observations of the extent and duration of
summer melting on the terrestrial ice sheets. A
particularly significant consequence of a
warming climate is the reduction of permafrost
cover in parts of the Arctic. Over longer
periods, the effects of warming will feed back
into the climate system through sustained
changes in snow and sea-ice extent, in the
condition of Arctic wetlands, and in global
ocean circulation. Moreover, any major
change in climate is bound to have some effect
on the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets,
which contain more than 90% of the world's
fresh water. At present, we do not know
whether these ice sheets are growing larger or
I_RL::=CEDINGPAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Figure 1. Arctic snow and ice cover. The maximum extent of seasonal snow and sea ice (February/March) as derived
from the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) which operated onboard NASA's Nimbus-7 satellite
from 1978 to 1987. Sea ice is shown as white, and seasonal snow in three depth ranges: shallow snow (dark blue) from
about I to 10 cm; moderately deep snow (medium blue) from about 11to 33 cm ; deep snow (light blue) greater than 33
cm. Permanent ice caps are shown in purple. [Image produced by G. Feldman, and the snow-cover and sea-ice informa-
tion was provided by D. Hall and D. Cavalieri, all from NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).]
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Figure 2. Temperature and accumulation rates in the Antarctic Peninsula. Surface temperatures from station measure-
ments (lower plot), and snow-accumulation rates (upper plot) from ice-core analysis (composited from data presented by
Peel, in press). These measurements reveal significant increases in both surface temperature and snow accumulation
during the past 80 years. Note that the left ordinate in the upper plot refers to Dolleman Island and that on the right
refers to James Ross Island. Shorter data records from Dolleman Island and other stations suggest an increase in this
trend since 1950, with temperatures increasing by about 0.06°C per year and precipitation by approximately 6 mm water
equivalent per year. [From Peel et al. 1988; and private communication from D.A. Peel, June 1990.]
smaller, and we certainly are not yet in a position
to predict what they might do in response to a
warming climate; they might become larger by
increased snow accumulation (Figure 2), or they
might become smaller by increased melting and ice
discharge into the sea.
The importance of research on stratospheric
ozone at high latitudes is now widely accepted, and
results from that research have undoubtedly had a
strong influence on recent major international
agreements aimed at preserving the Earth's
ozone layer. This, perhaps, is a case where the
special conditions that occur at high latitudes
have provided a sufficiently early warning to
allow the people of the world to take effective
measures to prevent a disaster of their own
making.
Because almost all high-latitude lands
and oceans are remote, inhospitable, and vast
in scale, they are most effectively investigated
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by satellite remote sensing. Long-term, global
satellite measurements began in the early
1970's with the polar-orbiting weather satel-
lites, the early Landsats, and NASA's Nimbus
series of spacecraft. Instruments similar to
those aboard these early missions have been
launched at irregular intervals ever since, and
sufficient data have been acquired to provide
almost continuous time series of some of the
measurements. A major example with polar
applications is the sequence of passive-micro-
wave measurements obtained, first from
NASA's Nimbus satellites, and more recently
by a Department of Defense weather satellite.
This has provided information on the behavior
of sea ice that simply could not have been
obtained in any other way.
The early instruments were passive
sensors; they measured the intensity of natural
radiation from the Earth surface and atmo-
sphere at a range of wavelengths. Then, in the
late 1970's, three distinct types of radar were
launched with the objective of measuring
specific characteristics: the radar altimeter,
measuring ocean-surface and ice-sheet topogra-
phy, wave height, and wind speed; the
scatterometer, measuring the radar backscatter
from wind-induced capillary waves on the
ocean, from which sea-surface wind vectors
could be deduced; and the Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR), providing high-resolution, all
weather images of ocean, land, and ice sur-
faces. These proved to be highly successful
and, together with the passive sensors that have
been progressively improved, they provide the
blueprint for many of the Earth-looking sen-
sors that will fly over the next decade. Indeed,
after the high days of the 70's, when many new
instruments were launched and successfully tested,
the 80's have been a barren time, with very few
launches and no new sensors. However, this hiatus
has allowed time for a rigorous assessment of the
capabilities and limitations of the various remote-
sensing techniques, and time to begin to develop
the data systems that are essential to full exploita-
tion of the vast accumulations of data typically
produced by a satellite sensor. Moreover, several
of the instruments launched in the late 70's contin-
ued to produce excellent data into the late 80's,
supplying key time series of observations and
helping to retain the interest of researchers using
these data.
Over the next decade, there will be a
massive expansion in the amount of satellite data
that will be available with direct relevance to polar
research (Figure 3). In the early 90's, at least one
Earth-observing satellite will be launched every
year, some of these with strong applications to
polar research. Later in the decade, the Polar
Platforms of the Earth Observing System (EOS)
will carry a range of passive and active sensors
into near-polar orbit, with a total data output that,
in a few weeks, will exceed all the polar data now
in existence. Although this is a daunting prospect,
the polar-research community has an excellent
opportunity to prepare for the data deluge from
EOS. This opportunity is provided by the exten-
sive sets of data already existing, and still being
acquired, and by the missions of the early 90's.
These data should be used to compile baseline
measurements of key geophysical variables, to
develop the necessary processing and data-han-
4
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Figure 3. Past, present, and planned satellite missions with major potendal for polar research.
dling techniques, to build the understanding of how
to use products derived from satellite data to
address research problems, and to attract talented
new investigators to polar research.
This report presents a review of existing
and planned satellite sensors with applications to
polar research, a description of the major sets of
polar data already acquired by satellites, and a
preview of planned missions that will both extend
these data sets into the future and provide entirely
new types of polar data. In addition, it includes
some examples of how these various data should be
used to address specific problems. Emphasis is on
instruments that measure surface, or near-surface
parameters of particular importance to polar re-
search, and we shall discuss only briefly the instru-
ments that sound the atmosphere.
The next Section provides a summary
of major polar-research objectives in order to
help identify the types of satellite measurement
that can be used to address these objectives.
While this summary is far from complete, it is
an attempt to identify a set of polar research
objectives that contribute to larger studies of
the global system, with a clear bias towards
research that can benefit significantly from
satellite measurements. Our emphasis is
motivated by a desire to identify a simple
theme that unites most of polar research and
relates that research to the context of under-
standing global change. Omission of specific
research activities should not be interpreted as
a commentary on the value of that research;
moreover, in most cases, these omitted activi-
ties will also be served by the satellite data
identified in this document.
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2. The Polar Regions and Climate
Change
Attempting to identify "important"
research is always dangerous. First, what is
important depends on the context - the overall
goals that motivate the research; and second,
our perception of what is important is certain to
change as we learn more about the problems.
However, without some attempt to classify and
to prioritize, a description of polar research
becomes an interminable listing of research
problems linked solely because they relate to
high latitudes. Moreover, the growing national
and international interest in "Global Change"
provides a naturaI focus for Earth studies, and a
timely rationale by which to set priorities. The
reader is referred to the various reports of the
Polar Research Board listed in the bibliography
for a more thorough discussion of research
objectives and priorities at high latitudes, and
to the two reports being compiled to guide the
NSF Arctic Systems Science (ARCSS) pro-
gram.
The Global Change program has the
goals of understanding the Earth system suffi-
ciently to detect changes within the system, and
to predict, with at least some confidence, the
probable response of the system to significant
perturbations, be they natural or man-made. In
this context, the major components of the Earth
system with most relevance to the polar regions
are: ocean/atmosphere heat exchange and the
modification of water masses; radiatively
active trace gases in the atmosphere (CO2,
methane, ozone, etc.); surface albedo and its effect
on the Earth's radiation balance; the response of
high-latitude processes to climate change; and
paleoclimate (Figure 4). Each of these, with the
exception of paleoclimate, can be addressed using
satellite data, and in the subsections below we shall
briefly review the relevant types of measurement
that are either available now or will be in the near
future. First, however, we should stress that many
other research problems are also served by these
same data sets. In particular, solid earth processes,
such as coastal erosion, vulcanism, plate tectonics,
and surficial erosional and depositionaI processes,
can be studied using data from many of the instru-
ments described in Section 3. Moreover, opera-
tional observation techniques and prediction
capability in polar regions will benefit from this
research.
Each of the Sections below identify satellite
instruments that acquire information relevant to the
research topic of that Section. For more informa-
tion on the instruments and applications of the data
they acquire, the reader should refer to Section 3.
2.1 Ocean/Atmosphere Heat Transfer
High-latitude air/sea interactions have a
direct influence on the rate of transfer of heat and
water vapor from low to high latitudes. Major
factors are the areal extent and characteristics of
polar sea ice, and the circulation and density
structure of the underlying ocean. Moreover, as
an ocean driver, the freezing and melting of sea ice
is the high-latitude analogue of evaporation and
precipitation; freezing increases the salinity of the
PolarResearchfrom Satellites
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Figure 4. Schematic, showing high-latitude processes important to global change.
underlying ocean, and melting reduces it. Move-
ment of the ice prior to melting redistributes the
fresh water and, in particular, can cause significant
fresh-water export to lower latitudes; the major
sea-ice outflow from the Arctic east of Greenland
(Figure 5) represents a fresh-water flux of about
2800 km3/yr. This is on the same order as the
annual discharge of glacial ice from Antarctica but,
by contrast, it takes place over a very small region,
and is second only in volume to that of the Amazon
River (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989).
Heat loss from the ocean to the atmosphere
through a sea-ice cover can be up to two orders of
magnitude less than from the open sea, and heat
within the deep ocean can be further isolated by a
layer of low-salinity water resulting from
melting ice. Moreover, sea ice plays a key role
in determining the behavior of the thermoha-
line cells that link the world's oceans and are
responsible for redistributing heat and salt
around the globe (Figure 6). The deep and
bottom waters of the world ocean make contact
with the atmosphere through only 5% of the
total ocean area, all at high latitudes. Their
temperature, oxygen content, and other charac-
teristics are acquired in areas of deep mixing
caused by density perturbations associated with
brine rejection from freezing sea ice (Gordon,
1986). These key processes occur in the Arctic
Ocean, on the vast continental shelves around
its margins, in the Greenland, Iceland, and
7
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Figure 5. Schematic circulation in the Arctic Ocean and the Greenland and Iceland Seas. The upper panel represents
near-surface circulation; the lower panel represents a section from Bering Strait, across the Arctic Ocean, and through
the Greenland and Iceland Seas to Denmark Strait, where cold, saline water overflows southward to help form North
Atlantic Deep Water, contributing to the global thermohaline circulation depicted in Figure 6. [Aagaard et al., 1985.]
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Figure 6. Proposed pattern of the global thermohaline circulation associated with North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW)
production. Warm, salty, upper-layer waters required to feed NADW production follow the solid arrows to the northern
North Atlantic, where they mix with cold, salty waters formed in the Arctic and sink, primarily in the Labrador and
Greenland/Norwegian Seas. As this northern component of the NADW moves southwards (open arrows) within the deep
western boundary current, it is joined by the saltier outflow from the Mediterranean Sea. The circled numbers give the
volume flux in millions of cubic meters per second. A major area of upwelling of NADW is in the Southern Ocean,
where it contributes to the formation of Antarctic deep and intermediate waters (Figure 7). [Gordon, 1986.]
Labrador seas, in the Weddell and Ross seas, and
along parts of the coast line in Antarctica (Figures
7 and 8).
Relevant satellite data are obtained from
microwave radiometers and Synthetic Aperture
Radars (SARs), both providing all-weather, day/
night images of the sea-ice cover, and from ther-
mal-infrared radiometers, which provide estimates
of surface temperatures on the ocean and ice.
2.2 Trace Gases
arctica (the "ozone hole") prompted a series of
experiments in both the Antarctic and the
Arctic, which have shown that polar strato-
spheric clouds, which form at low tempera-
tures, are the sites of a series of chemical
reactions that accelerate the catalytic destruc-
tion of ozone by chlorine. The source of the
chlorine is almost certainly the chemically
inactive, man-made series of chloro-fluoro-
carbons, which become converted to photo-
chemically-active compounds on the surface of
polar stratospheric clouds.
The 1985 discovery of large, rapid de-
creases in atmospheric ozone each spring in Ant-
9
Relevant satellite measurements are
obtained by the Solar Backscatter Ultra Violet
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Figure 7. Circulation of the waters around Antarctica. Relatively warm, salty North Atlantic Deep Water rises towards
the surface as it approaches Antarctica to become Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW). Although the CDW is warmer than
Antarctic Surface Water, it is slightly heavier because of its high salinity, and tends to remain beneath the surface.
However, there is only a slight density difference between these two water masses, and quite small perturbations,
associated with winds or salt release into the surface waters during ice formation, can enhance mixing and even initiate
overturning to bring warm water to the surface. The 200,000 square km Weddell Polynya that persisted through four
winters during the 1970's was probably associated with such overturning. Near the Antarctic coast, intense ice forma-
tion, in polynyas formed by katabatic winds pushing the sea ice seawards, releases large quantities of salt. The resulting
cold, dense body of water sinks to form Antarctic Bottom Water, which moves northwards along the ocean floor. It
travels well beyond the Equator, and is the major mass of bottom water in the world. [Gordon and Comiso, 1988.]
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SOUTH HEAT
Figure 8. Schematic thermohaline circulation associated with North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and Antarctic
Bottom Water (ABW). Much of the heat carried by NADW into the Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) is lost to surface
waters around Antarctica, limiting the heat available for melting ice from beneath the large Ross and Filchner/Ronne ice
shelves. In the Bellingshausen Sea, however, CDW reaches the coast after minimal cooling, and ice-shelf basal melt
rates are perhaps an order of magnitude larger.
(SBUV) and Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(TOMS) instruments aboard NASA's Nimbus-7.
Data have been collected since 1978, and the
TOMS is still operating 11 years later, data quality
from SBUV has deteriorated since 1987. SBUV
instruments have also been included aboard NOAA
polar-orbiting satellites, and a series of TOMS
instruments will be launched during the early
1990's by NASA in collaboration with the Rus-
sians and Japanese. Both SBUV and TOMS make
measurements in the ultra-violet portion of the
spectrum, to provide estimates of total ozone and
the ozone profile directly beneath the spacecraft
(SBUV), and a mapping of total ozone within a
swath approximately 3000 km wide (TOMS).
For rnillennia, peatlands have captured and
stored carbon, and they now hold some 15 to 20
percent of land-stored carbon. Under the right
conditions, methane-producing bacteria
(methanogens) thrive at peaty sites, and it is
estimated that much of the global methane
emission is from the Arctic wetlands. Never-
theless, in the past, these peatlands have been
net carbon "sinks." However, additional water
from increased precipitation or melting perma-
frost would probably increase the rate of
methane emission, and drying-out of the
peatlands would attract oxygen-using mi-
crobes, to produce enhanced levels of carbon
dioxide. Moreover, recent work suggests that
increasing sulphate levels associated with acid
rain attract sulphate-reducing bacteria to the
peatlands, and these bacteria are perhaps 50%
more efficient than methanogens at producing
greenhouse gases. Consequently, it is quite
likely that significant Arctic warming would
convert the peatlands from a sink to a source of
atmospheric carbon.
11
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A recent assessment of the global
carbon budget (Tans et al., 1990) suggests that
a significant fraction of "industrial" CO2 is
removed from the atmosphere by the terrestrial
ecosystem, most probably by temperate and
high-latitude forests in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. However, their study also highlights
how little is known about the many compo-
nents of the carbon budget, including the Arctic
wetlands and boreal forests.
In response to a warming climate, the
mix of Arctic vegetation is likely to change.
Indeed, evidence from borehole temperatures
in permafrost (Lachenbruch and Marshall,
1986) suggests substantial warming of Arctic
regions has occurred over the past century, and
there are indications in northwest Alaska of
rapid spread of spruce, cottonwood, alder, and
willow. This has been accompanied by migra-
tion of moose, beaver, and porcupine. Assum-
ing that quantitative links can be found relating
temperature and soil moisture to both green-
house-gas production and vegetation types,
then monitoring the vegetation mix from space
provides a proxy indication of the flux of
greenhouse gases (Figure 9). Relevant instru-
ments are those obtaining medium to high
resolution images in the visible, infrared, and
microwave, such as the AVHRR, Landsat and
SAR. Wintertime SAR data may provide a
direct indication of permafrost extent.
synthesis by marine plants in surface waters that
form the base of the marine food chain. The near-
surface ocean mixed layer is in approximate
equilibrium with the atmosphere, and solution of
additional carbon is limited by the rate at which
photosynthesis extracts dissolved carbon from the
surface waters, the rate of precipitation of organic
detritus into the deep ocean, and the slow rate of
water exchange between the mixed layer and the
deep ocean. However, in areas of deep-water
formation, predominantly at high latitudes, surface
water is funneled into the deep ocean, taking with
it dissolved carbon dioxide. Thermohaline circula-
tion induced by this process brings warm surface
water to higher latitudes where it is cooled and,
because CO2 solubility increases at lower tempera-
tures, is able to dissolve additional CO2. The
ocean loses carbon primarily at lower latitudes,
where upwelling deep water warms and outgases
some of its dissolved load of carbon dioxide.
Significant changes in the annual cycle of sea-ice
formation and decay are bound to affect deep-
water production rates and the thermohaline
circulation system, which will have a currently
unpredictable impact on the global carbon cycle.
Satellite measurements of ocean color at
several frequencies provide estimates of chloro-
phyll content that can be related to the primary
productivity of the surface layers of the ocean.
2.3 Surface Albedo
Carbon dioxide dissolves in ocean
water, with solubility increasing at lower
temperatures, and it is absorbed during photo-
The albedo of snow and ice ranges from
0.3, for melting sea ice with puddles, to 0.9, for
fresh, dry snow. There are rapid changes in albedo
12
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Figure 9. An image depicting the magnitude of methane flux from the western half of the North Slope of Alaska. The
poorly drained Coastal Plains display both high emissions and high spatial variability, while the foothills exhibit low
emissions and low variability except along river drainages. These estimates are based on measurements of methane
emissions from various types of surface with a mapping of surface types by airborne and satellite remote sensing.
[Image provided by G. Livinston and L. Morrisey, NASA Ames Research Center.]
during spring and autumn (Figure 10), but their
climatic significance is reduced during autumn
when the albedo at high latitudes is determined
mainly by cloud cover. Moreover, the total solar
radiation received at high latitudes is small. The
effect of snow and ice albedo as a positive feed-
back in a warming climate may have been overesti-
mated in some studies, particularly those assigning
large albedo values to all snow and ice.
In addition to the natural variability of snow
albedo, carbon from industrial pollution may be
13
causing an appreciable reduction in the albedo
of snow. Every spring for the past half century
or more, a haze consisting of fine particles has
formed over the Arctic, so that the Arctic
atmosphere in late winter and spring may
contain more man-made aerosols than does, for
instance, polluted air off the east coast of the
US. This Arctic haze traps heat near the
surface and increases both the rate of atmo-
spheric warming and the rate of melting of the
surface snow, with as yet unknown effects on
local and global climate.
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Figure 10. Annual range of zonally-averaged albedo
variations in both hemispheres. [Kukla and Robinson,
1980.l
Optical and infrared sensors, such as
those aboard weather satellites and Landsat, are
useful for snow-albedo studies, but there are
major problems involved in obtaining routine
estimates of snow and ice albedo over large
areas because of natural variability both with
time, and with the orientation of the sun with
respect to the snow surface.
Attempts have been made to measure
the Earth radiation budget, starting with
NASA's Nimbus-7 (launched in 1978) which
carded three separate instruments operating at
a wide range of frequencies to measure solar
irradiance and Earth radiation at both coarse
and fine spatial resolution. Similar instruments
were included on NOAA weather satellites,
beginning in 1984, and data from these various
instruments provide a time series from which
we are beginning to detect short- and long-term
variations in solar irradiance, and to investigate
regional patterns of Earth radiation flux. Little use
has yet been made of these data for polar research.
2.4 Response to Climate Warming
Most attempts to model greenhouse effects
indicate that atmospheric warming, particularly in
winter, will be enhanced at high northern latitudes.
If the consensus of existing model predictions is
correct, then we might expect the first clear signs
of such warming to be detected in the Arctic (e.g.,
Hansen et al., 1984; Grotch, 1988).
Recent work by Stouffer et al. (1989)
suggests that greenhouse warming in Antarctica
may be very slow, primarily because deep mixing
increases the thermal inertia of the waters around
Antarctica. The importance of this work lies, not
so much in its message of reassurance to those
eager to discount the threat of rising sea level, but
more as a strong indication of the sensitivity of the
greenhouse scenario to interactions previously
unaccounted for. It stresses the need for rigorous
incorporation of realistic simulations of polar
processes into global climate models.
The effects of climate warming at high
latitudes might be manifest as systematic increases
in surface temperatures or, more indirectly, as
changes in sea-ice conditions, areal extent of
seasonal snow, intensity of summer melting on the
Greenland ice sheet, patterns of precipitation, or
the total volume of ice on land. Unfortunately,
however, there is but a poor existing record of
surface temperatures in the Arctic, and most of the
14
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other responses, such as sea-ice extent, possess a
large interannual variability from which any long-
term trend must be distinguished.
Despite more than four decades of sustained
international field investigations costing some
hundreds of million of dollars, we still do not know
whether the volume of ice on Earth is decreasing or
increasing. Results from the field work indicate
that some glaciers are increasing in size; others are
decreasing. Extrapolations have been made from
these observations to infer, for instance, the contri-
bution to sea-level rise made by "small" glaciers
and ice caps. Errors in the resulting estimates are
very large, and for the big polar ice sheets, we
cannot confidently conclude even whether the mass
balance is positive or negative. In those few areas
where we do have reliable estimates of ice thicken-
ing or thinning rates, we cannot explain why the ice
is behaving as observed. There is a major need for
a comprehensive program to measure ice thicken-
ing/thinning rates over all the larger ice sheets, and
to investigate the processes affecting mass
balance: snow accumulation and melting; ice-
stream and glacier discharge; and ice/ocean
interactions.
It is important to continue existing time
series, such as estimates of sea-ice and snow-
cover characteristics, and to start as early as
possible to compile appropriate new time series
of relevant data such as permafrost extent, ice-
surface temperature, and ice-sheet volume,
both to allow detection of climatic trends, and
to investigate the processes underlying
interannual variations.
Relevant satellite data are acquired by
almost all Earth-looking sensors, including
visible, thermal infrared, and microwave
radiometers, synthetic aperture radars, and
radar and laser altimeters.
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3. The Satellite Instruments
Techniques for satellite remote sensing
of the Earth make use of electromagnetic
radiation to gain information from some distant
region above, on, or beneath the Earth surface.
The information is contained in the intensity,
the frequency spectrum, the polarization and
the time delay of the received energy. The
prime objective of this chapter is to review the
techniques used for investigating the properties
primarily at or near the Earth surface at high
latitudes and, to a lesser extent, throughout the
polar atmosphere.
Appendix I provides details on how to
obtain more information about, and copies of,
specific data sets.
3.1 Basic Principles
Electromagnetic radiation ranges in wave-
length over more than 20 orders of magnitude
(Figure 11) and parts of almost the entire range are
used in some type of remote-sensing application.
The portion of the spectrum most used in satellite
remote sensing of the Earth extends from the
visible, with wavelengths of order 10-6 meters,
through the infrared, to microwaves, with wave-
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Figure 11. Generalized absorption spectrum of the Earth's atmosphere at zenith. The curve shows the total atmospheric
transmission as a function of wavelength. [After Elachi, 1987.]
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lengthsup to about1meter. Radiationat wave-
lengthsshorterthanvisible is stronglyaffectedby
theatmosphere,andthatat wavelengthslonger
thanmicrowavehavevery poorspatialresolution.
Moreover,atwavelengthslongerthan30m (10
MHz), the ionosphereblocksall radiation. In
general,theshortestwavelengthsprovidegreatest
spatialresolution,whilst thelongerwavelengths
arelessaffectedby theatmosphere.However,it is
possibleto obtainhigh spatialresolutionwith
microwaves(seeSection3.3.1)and,evenin the
microwave,therearebandsthatarestrongly
affectedby atmosphericcomponents(Section
3.2.4).
All matter,unlessit hasatemperatureof
absolutezero,emitselectromagneticradiation,
generallywith intensityproportionalto its physical
temperature.A perfect emitter, known as a "black-
body," has an emissivity of unity, which means that
it emits radiation at the maximum possible rate, a
rate that depends only on the temperature of the
emitter. Most natural bodies emit radiation at a
lower rate, and the ratio of this rate to that of a
blackbody at the same temperature is the "emissiv-
ity," which consequently is unity for a blackbody.
In general, the emissivity is nearly independent of
temperature, and is determined by the nature of the
emitter - its chemical composition, crystal struc-
ture, grain size, surface roughness, etc. The emis-
sivity is also a function of direction; thus, the
viewing direction of a radiometer must be accu-
rately known. The emissivity of a substance is
generally different for different radiation frequen-
cies and different polarizations, so that most mate-
rials possess unique radiation properties or "signa-
tures" from which they can be identified.
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In much the same way, the electrical
properties of matter govern the scattering of
radiation from the material. Radiation pur-
posefully used to illuminate a material (e.g.,
from a radar) is scattered to a degree related to
the electrical, structural, and chemical proper-
ties of the material. Temperature is important
only in so far as it modifies these properties.
3.1.1 Choice of Frequencies
Figure 11 shows the atmospheric
transmission as a function of wavelength.
There are many portions of the spectrum where
the atmosphere has a high opacity. In the
ultraviolet, this is caused mainly by the ozone
layer high in the atmosphere; in the visible and
near infrared, mainly by water vapor and
carbon dioxide; in the far infrared, the atmo-
sphere is almost completely opaque, due
mainly to the presence of absorption bands
associated with various atmospheric constitu-
ents; and in the microwave, the strong absorp-
tion bands are mainly caused by oxygen and
water vapor. Water droplets in clouds lead to
additional absorption and scattering, but this is
negligible at the lower microwave frequencies.
Observations of the Earth's surface make use
of spectral "windows," where the atmosphere
is almost transparent to radiation. Conversely,
the spectral bands with high opacity are used
to sound the atmosphere.
Data at visible wavelengths indicate the
color of the viewed surface, from which proxy
information can be derived on surface charac-
teristics such as rock type, vegetation, snow
17
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cover,andoceanchlorophyll. At theotherend
of thespectrum,microwavedatacontain
informationonsurfaceroughness,sea-ice
characteristics,soil moisture,oceanwindsetc.
In general,radiationatlongerwavelengths
providesmoreinformationfrom beneaththe
surface.For example,dry snowon landis
readilyidentified in visible andhigh-frequency
microwaveimagery,but low-frequencymicro-
wavespassthroughthesnow,with anattenua-
tiondeterminedby snowdepth. Thechoiceof
wavelengthalsoimposesconstraintson the
conditionsunderwhich theinformationcanbe
acquired.Thus,high-resolutionimageryis
mosteasilyobtainedatvery shortwavelengths,
but informationfrom beneathacloudcovercan
beobtainedonly atlong wavelengths.
For manysubstances,thedepthfrom
whichradiationis emittedor backscattered
increaseswith increasingwavelength.For
example,we can learn something about condi-
tions within the upper several meters of an ice
sheet or of dry, desert sand using microwaves,
whereas visible light and thermal infrared
radiation depict conditions at or very close to
the surface. However, there are exceptions,
notably ocean water, which is almost opaque to
infrared and microwave radiation, but through
which visible light can pass for several meters.
3.1.2 Algorithms
To convert remotely-sensed measure-
ments into information that will be useful to
researchers, a number of algorithms are ap-
plied. These algorithms calibrate the measure-
ment, to correct it for, say, atmospheric absorption,
and extract from it an estimate of the required
geophysical parameter. Generally, each of these
algorithms requires information from other sources
to complement the sensor measurement. For
instance: information on the satellite location, or
ephemeris, is used to locate the viewed picture
element, or "pixel," on the Earth surface; the
antenna pattern of a microwave radiometer is used
to convert the measured intensity to that corre-
sponding to the pixel; and measurements made at
several frequencies and polarizations may be used
in the algorithm that derives the geophysical
estimates.
The products from each algorithm have
some level of uncertainty, which becomes com-
pounded in the derived geophysical quantity, and it
is important that users of the data are aware of the
limitations imposed by this process. This does not
mean that users have to understand the many
algorithms used in processing the data; rather, it
imposes a requirement on those responsible for
data processing to state clearly the accuracies and
limitations of derived parameters.
3.1.3 Orbits
Two distinct types of satellite are used to
obtain remote-sensing data of the Earth from
space. A geostationary satellite operates in a high
orbit (approximately 36,000 km), where the rota-
tional velocity necessary to balance gravity is
identical to the rotational velocity of the Earth.
This allows the satellite to remain over approxi-
mately the same location, and to image the same
hemisphere at almost any desired time interval.
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Figure 12. Satellite orbit tracks covered in three days by the European Remote Sensing Satellite ERS-I.
However, the orbit of a geostationary satellite must
be approximately in the same plane as the Earth's
rotation, i.e., close to the equatorial plane. Conse-
quently, images of the polar regions obtained from
geostationary orbit are highly distorted, and they
have poor spatial resolution.
A more global view can be obtained from
polar-orbiting satellites, with orbits a few hundred
km above the Earth, that circle the globe many
times each day. Generally, the orbit is not truly
polar, but rather offset by about 8 degrees of
latitude, and the satellite is at a height of between
700 and 800 kin, where it completes approximately
14 revolutions each day, so that each successive
orbit track on the Earth surface is separated by
about 25 degrees of longitude. Lines of longitude
converge towards the poles, so that those parts of
the world that are the most difficult to study in situ
are, fortuitously, those that are best covered by
polar-orbiting satellites (Figure 12). The
precise time taken for the satellite to encircle
the Earth, the orbit period, is sensitively deter-
mined by the height of the satellite, and the
orbit period determines the actual separation on
the Earth surface between consecutive orbit
tracks. This in turn controls the "repeat pe-
riod" of the satellite - the time taken for the
satellite to repeat a particular orbit track.
Generally, the repeat period is chosen so that a
specific imaging instrument can obtain global
coverage within some desired period. Most
instruments making measurements in the
visible range operate in a "sun-synchronous"
orbit, which passes over the equator on each
orbit at approximately the same local time.
The sun angle in repeated images of a specific
area is then determined primarily by the equa-
tor-crossing time, the latitude, and the season.
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Temporalresolutionof aspecificsensor
is determinedby its swathwidth, its dutycycle
andtheorbit of its satelliteplatform. Most
frequentcoverageof agivenlocationis pro-
videdby animagingsensorwith broadswath,
continuallyoperatingaboarda satellitewith a
shortorbit-repeatperiod.
abovethesurface,andcrustalmotion. In addition,
theSyntheticApertureRadar(SAR)obtainshigh-
resolutionradarimagesof theEarthsurfaceby
makinguseof therangeanddopplermeasurements
to extractfrom thebackscatteredradarenergy
informationequivalentto thatacquiredby avery
largeantenna.
3.1.4 Remote-Sensing Techniques
For a thorough discussion of this topic,
the reader is referred to any of the many spe-
cialized texts (e.g.: Stewart, 1985; Elachi,
1987). Satellite sensors measure the intensity
of received radiation at some polarization and
within a prescribed frequency band. Passive
sensors detect the intensity of natural radiation
emitted by and reflected from the scanned
surface. Active sensors transmit pulses of
energy and record characteristics of the signal
reflected from the interrogated surface. Most
active sensors operate at microwave frequen-
cies, but there is growing interest in the use of
lasers to sound the atmosphere, to measure
cloud heights and ice-sheet topography, and to
measure precise distances to reflectors on the
ground. Advantages of active sensors include
control over the wavelength, polarization,
intensity, pulse shape, and direction of the
illuminating radiation, and the ability to mea-
sure the transmission time, doppler shift, and
shape of the return pulse. This additional
information makes possible the measurement
from space of parameters such as ocean-surface
and ice-sheet topography, wave-heights, wind
vectors at the sea surface, wind-vector profiles
In most cases, data collected by a sensor
are stored on tape aboard the spacecraft, and then
transmitted at a high data rate, or "dumped," when
the spacecraft is within view of a ground receiving
station. This introduces a delay of up to a few
hours between the time of data acquisition and the
time of data receipt on the ground. Recently,
Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) have
been used to relay data that are transmitted from
suitably equipped remote-sensing spacecraft. In
principle, data can be transmitted to a TDRS in real
time, regardless of the satellite location along its
orbit.
The spatial and temporal coverage that can
be acquired by a specific sensor are currently
determined primarily by the resolution and the
power consumption of the sensor. Frequent global
coverage can be readily obtained with a low-power
instrument with coarse spatial resolution, such as
passive-microwave sensors. Such instruments can
be operated continuously, and they generally have
a wide enough swath to ensure overlap between
images obtained on consecutive orbits, so that
global coverage can be obtained daily. Moreover,
instruments with coarse spatial resolution have low
data rates, permitting onboard storage of data
covering very large areas. Weather satellites also
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transmitinformationcontinuouslyto allow real-
timeacquisitionby suitably-equippedusers.
High-resolutioninstruments,suchas
LandsatandSAR,havecomparativelynarrow
swaths,high dataratesand,in thecaseof theSAR,
highpowerrequirements.Althoughglobalcover-
agecanbeobtainedby collectingdataoveran
extendedperiod,theseconstraintsgenerallylimit
dataacquisitionto preselectedregions.
3.2 Passive Sensors
A radiometer measures the intensity of
radiation, within some prescribed frequency band
and polarization, from a particular area, or pixel,
of the viewed surface, at some known viewing
angle. Images are obtained by sequentially mea-
suring the radiance from a series of pixels. For-
ward motion of the remote-sensing platform en-
sures scanning along track. Coverage of a broad
swath requires either a set of many detectors, each
viewing a different portion of the swath
(pushbroom), or rotation of a single detector so that
it obtains sequential measurements across the
swath (scanning). For some purposes it is impor-
tant to view each pixel at a fixed angle with respect
to the vertical, and the detector is rotated so that the
envelope of its viewing directions forms a cone that
intersects the Earth surface at the desired angle
(Figure 13).
Spatial resolution is determined by the pixel
size, which is proportional to the wavelength
divided by the antenna diameter; highest resolution
_ ANTENNA
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Figure 13. Conical scan configuration. Constant Earth-
incidence angle is maintained over the entire swath.
[Njoku, 1982.]
is obtained at short wavelengths with a large
antenna aperture. With present civilian satel-
lites, spatial resolution ranges from a few
meters in the visible to tens of km in the micro-
wave.
In this Section, we shall subdivide
passive sensors into four types: microwave;
medium-resolution visible and infrared; high-
resolution visible and infrared; and sensors that
sound the atmosphere.
3.2.1 Microwave Radiometers
Satellite passive-microwave imaging
sensors have operated in the 5 -100 GHz range.
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Datacanbeobtaineddayandnight, andare
only slightly affectedby cloudcover. The
swathwidth is severalhundredkm, providing
almosttotal globalcoverageeverydayand,
with existingsensors,pixel sizerangesfrom
12.5km atafrequencyof 85GHz to about150
km at 6.6GHz. All microwaveradiationis
affectedby manydifferent characteristicsof
theEarthsurfaceandatmosphere,but specific
frequenciesareaffectedmoreby somecharac-
teristicsthanby others(Figure14). Thus,sea-
surfacetemperatureshaveapredominanteffect
atthe lowerendof thespectrum,andoxygen
stronglyaffectsradiationin the50 - 60GHz
band.
In contrastto aradar,whichemits
microwaveenergyandmeasuresthereflected
signal,apassive-microwaveradiometersimply
measuresthenaturalemissionsfrom the
viewedsurfaceandfrom theintervening
atmosphere.As with aradar,measurements
canbemadethrougha cloudcoverandin
darkness.Satellitepassive-microwavedata
havebeenobtainedalmostcontinuouslysince
1972by aseriesof NASA spacecraft.The
earlierdata(from theElectricallyScanning
MicrowaveRadiometer- ESMR)wereat a
singlefrequency,19.35GHz,but theynever-
thelessprovidedawealthof informationon
sea-icecoverin bothpolar regions,whichhas
beenpublishedin atlasform (Zwally et al.,
1983a;Parkinsonet al., 1987). In 1978,Nim-
bus-7waslaunchedcarryingaScanning
MuhichannelMicrowaveRadiometer
(SMMR), whichobtainedmeasurementsat
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Figure 14. Schematic normalized sensitivity of microwave
brightness temperature (Tb) to various geophysical param-
eters (Pi) as a function of frequency. Dark arrows indicate
SMMR frequencies. [Wilheit et al., 1980.]
both horizontal and vertical polarizations for five
frequencies: 6.63; 10.69; 18; 21; and 37 GHz. The
two lower frequencies were used to estimate sea-
surface temperatures and wind speed; the 21 GHz
channels were used to measure atmospheric water
content; and sea-ice information was derived from
the 18 and 37 GHz channels. In contrast to the
ESMR, which scanned the surface across the
satellite track, the SMMR scanned the surface
conically (Figure 13) so that all data were colIected
at a 50" angle of incidence.
The SMMR operated successfully until
August, 1987. Data were collected continuously
along a 780 km swath, with a spatial resolution
ranging from approximately 30 km for the 37 GHz
channels to 150 km for the 6.63 GHz channels.
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Onboardrecordersstoredglobaldataatlatitudes
lessthan84°. Although, for mostof themission,
theSMMRoperatedonly on alternatedays,this
coveragehasprovidedauniqueinsight into sea-ice
behavior,anda sea-iceatlassummarizingthe9-
yeardatasetwill bepublishedin 1991(Gloersenet
al.,In preparation).
Thefirst of anew generationof passive-
microwaveradiometers,theSpecialSensorMicro-
wave/Imager(SSMA),waslaunchedin June,1987
onaspacecraftof theDefenseMeteorological
SatelliteProgram(DMSP),thusprovidingan
overlapof aboutamonthwith SMMR. Present
planscall for continuouscoverageby identical
instrumentsatleastinto themid 1990"s.The
SSMAincludes19.35and37GHzchannels(pri-
marily for monitoringsea-iceconditions),a22.235
GHz channelfor measuringatmosphericwater,and
85.5GHz channelsfor measuringrainfall over
land. Thisalsois aconically-scanninginstrument,
with anincidenceangleof 53°. Spatialresolution
rangesfrom 55km for the 19.35GHz channelsto
12km at 85.5GHz. Both horizontallyandverti-
cally polarizeddataareacquiredat all frequencies
except22.235GHz,which is in verticalpolariza-
tion only. Swathwidth is 1300km, andalmost
total globalcoverageis obtainedeveryday,except
at latitudeshigherthan86°.
Ice andliquid waterhaveverydistinct
microwaveemissionsignatures,primarily because
of differencesin thewaymoleculesarearrangedin
each.Moreover,differentice samplescanhave
distinct signatures,partly becauseof temperature
differencesandpartlybecauseof differencesin
texture,thedistributionof air bubbles,and
impurity content.Snowdensity,grainsize,
surfaceroughness,brinecontent,andthe
degreeof wetnessall influencetheradiated
energy,andtheyinfluenceit differently at
differentwavelengths.Thus,by detectingan
appropriatesuiteof wavelengths,the icecover
canbedistinguishedfrom openwaterand
classifiedaccordingto its surfaceandnear-
surfaceproperties.
Overseaice,passive-microwavedata
distinguishwaterfrom iceandidentify the
majorice types:newice,just afew cm thick;
first-yearice,up to 2m thick andgenerally
snowcovered;andold ice, thathassurvivedat
leastonesummer,hasundergonedeformation
andcracking,andis of variablethicknesswith
acomparativelyhummockysurface.Old ice
alsohasalowersalinity thanyoungerice,
giving it adistinctivemicrowavesignature.
Becauseit is lesssaline(andthereforeharder)
thannewiceandgenerallythicker, it represents
a significantlygreaterhazardto shipping. In
principle,relativeconcentrationsof thediffer-
ent icetypescanbeestimatedfrom passive-
microwavedataat appropriatefrequencies.
Major problemsarise,however,during the
summermonthswhenliquid wateron the
surfacesignificantlyaffectsthemicrowave
emissions.
During thefirst two yearsafterlaunch
of theSSM/I,theNavy andNASA supported
intensivevalidationof boththeinstrumentand
theparametersderivedfrom theacquireddata.
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Resultsfrom theseeffortsarebeingprepared
for publication. TheyindicatethattheSSM/I
is significantlybettercalibratedthanthe
SMMR, but that thereareproblemswith
geolocationof theacquireddatawhichresultin
misplacementof imagepixelsby up to tensof
kilometers. Partof theerrorin existingdata
canbecorrected,andimprovementshavebeen
implementedto theprocedurefor deriving
geolocationwhichappearto havesignificantly
reducedmisplacementerrors.
Thepassive-microwavemeasurements
havebeenusedextensively,bothfor research
purposesandfor operationalapplications,such
asthecompilationby theNavy/NOAA Joint
IceCenterof weeklymapsshowingsea-ice
conditionsin bothhemispheres.Theyprovided
thefirst totalpictureof sea-iceconditions,and
revealedmajorfeatures,suchastheWeddell
Polynya,which hadpreviouslybeenundetec-
ted. More recently,therehavebeendetailed
quantitativestudiesof variousaspectsof
atmosphere/ice/oceani teraction,suchasthe
effectof majorweathersystemsonsea-ice
formationanddecay(CavalieriandParkinson,
1981),thebalanceof multiyearice in the
Arctic Ocean(RothrockandThomas,1989),
andtheeffectsof ice formationin polynyason
oceansalinityandtheformationof deepwater
(GordonandComiso,1988;Martin and
Cavalieri,1989).
Theexisting longtime seriesof pas-
sive-microwavedatarevealssignificant
interannualvariability in sea-iceextentwithin
anyoneregion(Figure15),but thereis noclear
trendin thetotal icecoverof eithertheArctic or
Antarctic. However,theglobalmaximumsea-ice
extent,asderivedfrom ESMRandSMMR mea-
surements,showsaverycleardecreaseover the 15
yearssinceobservationsbegan(Figure16). Over
thesameperiod, theamountof openwaterwithin
thepackappearsalsoto havedecreased(Gloersen
andCampbell,1988),butpartof this apparent
decreasecouldresultfrom calibrationdrifts in the
SMMRinstrument(Gloersenetal., in preparation).
Thereasonfor thechangein globaliceextentis
notapparent,but it maybeassociatedwith system-
aticchangesin therelativetiming of seasonal
growthanddecayof thesea-icecoverin theArctic
andAntarctic.
Examinationof passive-microwaveimages
of theAntarcticice sheetrevealsan intriguing
similarity betweensomeof thepatternsof micro-
wavebrightnesstemperatureandpatternsof snow
accumulation,andtherehavebeenattemptsto
explainthis theoretically(Zwally, 1977),andto
makeuseof theobservationsto deducesnow-
accumulationover largeareasof theice sheet
(Rotmanet al., 1982). Manyotherparameters
affectthemicrowaveemissivity,andconsiderable
researchisrequiredbeforewecanconfidentlystate
whethersuchanalysisis viable.
For seasonalsnowon land,passive-micro-
wavedatahavebeenusedto distinguishsnow
extentandthewaterequivalentof dry snow(Fig-
ure 17). Themicrowaveemissivityincreases
markedlywith snowwetness,andit shouldbe
possibleto usepassive-microwavedatato indicate
theonsetof meltingandthetotalextentof summer
meltingon theicesheets(Figure18). Bothof
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Figure 15. Time series of monthly-averaged sea-ice extents in the Sea of Okhotsk from ESMR and SMMR data (1973 -
1987). The inset shows the average seasonal cycle. In reality, the Sea of Okhotsk becomes totally ice free in summer,
and the non-zero values of summer ice extent obtained from the passive-microwave data are caused by land contamina-
tion of pixels containing a mixture of land and open water. This problem is greater for SMMR data, with its larger
pixels. [Parkinson and Cavalieri, 1989.]
these parameters are likely to be strongly affected
by any significant climate change, particularly if it
is enhanced at high latitudes. This is an area of
research that has hitherto been neglected, and we
strongly recommend that data from ESMR,
SMMR, and SSM/I be analyzed to extract the melt-
zone signal and to establish the foundation for a
long time series of such information. This is
particularly important over Greenland because
climate models predict a major amplification in
greenhouse warming at high northern latitudes.
Passive-microwave data over sea ice have
been available since 1972, and much effort has
been devoted since then to developing algo-
rithms for converting the data into useful
estimates of sea-ice characteristics. Several
groups from different countries have demon-
strated that sea-ice conditions can be depicted
remarkably well using these data. Indeed, it
can be argued that, for much of the year,
passive-microwave data give more reliable
estimates of sea-ice extent and concentration
than any other existing technique. Inevitably,
traditional sea-ice scientists have been cautious
to accept these estimates, particularly when
they reveal conditions at variance with conven-
tional observations. Because of the nature of
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Figure 16. Sea-ice extent in the Arctic and the Antarctic, and their sum: the global ice extent. The area of ice extent
shown is the area of ocean enclosed by the sea-ice boundaries as derived from ESMR and SMMR observations. The
area of ocean actually covered by ice is always smaller because of the existence of open-water leads and polynyas.
Thcre was a hiatus in reliable satellite data during the two-year gap (1976 - 1978) in the time series. Ice extent is readily
deduced from passive-microwave observations, and errors on the estimates given in the Figure should be quite small.
Although there is little apparent trend in the ice extent of either polar region, the global maximum extent shows a
consistent decrease over the entire period. This seems to be associated with a slight decrease in both Antarctic winter
and Arctic summer ice extent, combined perhaps with a progressive shift in the relative phasing of the Arctic and
Antarctic seasonal ice-extent curves. However, this apparent decreasing trend in global maximum ice extent deserves
further investigation. [Gloerscn and Campbell, 1988.]
the polar environment, it has been difficult to
resolve this situation; in situ measurements are
too localized, and the only effective validation
of satellite passive-microwave data has been
provided by other remotely-sensed data. Al-
though this is probably a valid approach, not
surprisingly, it has failed to convince the
skeptics.
Preparation for SSM/I has, to some extent,
forced a welcome convergence between algorithm
experts and sea-ice scientists. Mechanisms are in
place for intercompafison between the results of
different algorithms and for comparison with
independent observations. In particular, high-
resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar and Landsat
imagery, together with upward-looking sonar
measurements from submarines beneath the ice
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Figure 17. The extent and volume of seasonal snow in the northern hemisphere, as measured using SMMR data. [Hall,
1988.3
ORIGINAL PAGE IS are being used to validate the airborne and
OF POOR ._ALITY satellite passive-microwave data (Figure 19).
Moreover, close involvement of the research
community in the validation of SSM/I data
should lead to more widespread acceptance of
this technique as a research tool. It is time now
to use the products of the algorithms to learn
more about the sea ice itself; sea-ice param-
eters derived from passive microwave data
should become simply another data set to be
used by any lay researcher along with more
traditional measurements.
Figure 18. Regions of surface melting derived from passive-
microwave measurements. This image shows the polariza-
tion ratio (PR) at 18 GHz (defined as the difference between
vertically- and horizontally-polarized brighmess temperatures
divided by their sum) obtained from SMMR data taken over
Antarctica in January, 1979. Small amounts of liquid water
in the snow significantly reduce the PR, and the blue areas in
this image are in locations likely to undergo summer melting.
More research is needed before melt zones can confidently be
delineated from passive-microwave data, but there is consid-
erable promise in this approach. [Image provided by D.
Cavalieri and K. Jezek.]
3.2.2 Medium-Resolution Visible and Infra-
red Sensors
Since 1972, instruments of this type
have provided continuous coverage of the
globe, primarily to monitor weather conditions.
An earlier series of weather satellites, begin-
ning in 1962, provided analogue images of
clouds and the Earth surface, but data quality
was poor. The later instruments are scanning
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Validation of Ice Concentration
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Figure 19. Comparison of ice concentrations derived
from Landsat images with those derived from SSMB
data: The estimates from SSM/I data were calculated
with an algorithm that utilizes "tie points" for the
microwave brightness temperatures of open water, first-
year ice, and multiyear ice. Significantly better agree-
ment with the Landsat measurements results if local,
rather that global, tie points are used. Nevertheless,
there is still considerable room for improvement in the
algorithm performance at low ice concentrations.
[Steffen, in preparation.]
radiometers operating at several frequencies in
the visible, near-infrared and infrared with a
spatial resolution of approximately 1 km and a
very wide swath. They operate in geostation-
ary orbit and in sun-synchronous orbits.
3.2.2.1 Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR)
These are mounted on the NOAA,
polar-orbiting weather satellites, and they
acquire information over a 2600 km swath
width at five wavelength bands in the visible
(0.55 - 0.9 microns), near infrared (0.725 - 1.10
microns), infrared (3.55 - 3.93 microns), and
thermal infrared (10.3- 11.3 and 11.5- 12.5
microns). Spatial resolution of real-time data, and
of some of the data stored onboard, is 1.1 km at
nadir. However, the global data set that is stored
aboard the spacecraft for later dumping to ground
receiving stations is degraded to a resolution of 4
kin. Generally, there are two NOAA polar-orbit-
ing satellites, one overflying at 7.30 am and 7:30
pm local time, and the other overflying at 1.30 am
and 1:30 pm. Each provides daily coverage of the
entire globe, and far more frequent coverage at
high latitudes. Similar data have been acquired
continuously since 1972.
AVHRR data are used by NOAA primarily
to provide estimates of cloud cover, sea-surface
temperatures, seasonal snow cover, and a vegeta-
tion-classification index. The Navy/NOAA Joint
Ice Center (JIC) also uses these data to compile
routine reports of sea-ice conditions in both polar
regions. Other derived sea-ice products are exten-
sively produced and used by industry, but these
generally are not available to other users. For
polar research, AVHRR data have been used to
investigate cloud conditions, sea-ice cover, and
surface albedo, and to classify Arctic vegetation.
As a result of a cooperative effort between NOAA,
USGS and the UK National Remote Sensing
Centre, a mosaic has been compiled of Antarctica
using the higher-resolution AVHRR data (Frontis-
piece).
Currently, estimates of surface temperature
on sea ice and the polar ice sheets are based on
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measurementsat thefew meteorologicalstations
anddatabuoys,andon 10-metertemperatures
acquiredin shallowboreholesin theice sheets,
whichprovideagoodindicationof theaverage
annualair temperatureat thebore-holesite.
Analysisof satellitethermalinfrareddatagives
resultsthat arebroadlyconsistentwith thesurface
observations(Figure20),but theyhavenotbeen
rigorouslyvalidated(OrheimandLucchitta,1987).
This is anotherareathatneedsaconsiderable
researcheffort, to developtechniquesfor filtering
out datafrom cloud-coveredareas,to investigate
possibleregionalandseasonalvariationsin thermal
emissivity,andto comparederivedice-surface
temperatureswith thoseobtainedat nearbystations
anddrifting buoys.
Discriminationof cloudsfrom snowis
difficult, particularlywhenthecloud-topsare
wannerthanthesnow. Measurementsof radiation
at 1.6micronscanhelpresolvethisproblem. This
channelwill be includedin futureAVHRR instru-
mentsandin theAlongTrack ScanningRadiom-
eter(ATSR) aboardERS-1,whichalsowill be
bettercalibratedthanearlierthermal-infrared
radiometers.
3.2.2.2 Optical Line Scanner (OLS)
Data similar to those acquired by the
AVHRR are obtained by the Optical Line Scanner
(OLS) aboard Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) spacecraft. There are generally
two of these spacecraft, also in sun-synchronous
orbits, overflying at 6.00 am and pm, and at 12 am
and pm. The OLS operates in two broad bands
(visible and near infrared at 0.4 - 1.1 microns,
and thermal infrared at 8 - 13 microns), with a
swath width of 3012 km and maximum spatial
resolution at nadir of 600 m, which is signifi-
cantly better than the AVHRR. This provides
greater detail in, for instance, mapping open-
water leads in sea ice, but the poor spectral
resolution (two bands compared with five on
AVHRR) is not well suited to land applications
such as mapping vegetation types.
3.2.2.3 Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERBE)
Over times on the order of years,
absorbed solar energy is approximately in
balance with energy emitted by the Earth and
its atmosphere. On shorter time scales and
over smaller regions than the entire globe, there
are imbalances between absorbed and emitted
energy that drive both atmospheric and oceanic
circulation systems. This state of overall
energy balance and inter-regional energy
distribution determines our global climate.
Because of close ties between energy balance
and many aspects of the climate, measurements
of radiation budget are used to help develop
and validate numerical models of the atmo-
sphere-ocean system. Moreover, they are
needed to detect periodic changes or secular
trends in any of the components of the earth
radiation budget.
The measurements necessary to esti-
mate the earth radiation budget can be obtained
only from satellites, and attempts have been
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Figure 20. Average surface temperature (°Kelvin) over Antarctica for January (left) and August (right) 1979. These
estimates were derived by J. Comiso (personal communication) from satellite thermal infrared data. The lower plot
provides a comparison between the satellite-derived estimates and surface measurements at the South Pole. [Comiso,
1983.]
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madeto achievethis goalsincethebeginningof
thesatelliteera. Notableamongstthesewerethe
Nimbus-7ERBobservations,startingin 1978with
somemeasurementstill beingacquiredtoday.
Threeseparateinstruments,operatingat awide
rangeof wavelengths,measuresolarirradianceand
earthradiation,atcoarseresolutionwith awide
field of view (WFOV) radiometerandathigh
resolutionwith anarrowfield of view (NFOV)
radiometer.TheNFOVradiometerfailedafter20
months,but theotherinstrumentsarestill operat-
ing. It tooksomeyearsto solveproblemsassoci-
atedwith calibrationof the instruments,but thereis
now along-termdatasetonsolarirradianceand
earthradiationbudget.Reprocessingof datafrom
anearlierinstrumentaboardNimbus-6could
extendthisdatasetbackto 1975.
Thesolarirradiancemeasurementsreveal
bothshort-termvariationscaused, for instance, by
sunspots, and a long-term downward trend which
has not yet been explained. The WFOV measure-
ments clearly show assymmetry between northern
and southern hemisphere tropical radiation budgets
after the 1982-1983 E1Nifio, and the effects of an
aerosol cloud in the Arctic resulting from eruption
of El Chichon. The NFOV data provide detailed
regional information on radiation flux at the top of
the atmosphere.
Results from the Nimbus instruments
showed that rigorous attention must be paid to error
reduction in the instruments, their calibration, and
data-processing techniques. Moreover, they
showed that a single satellite cannot provide
enough data to unravel the effects of synoptic,
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seasonal, and diurnal variability. Conse-
quently, the ERBE comprises three satellites,
each carrying scanning and non-scanning
radiometers. The non-scanning instrument
package contains a solar monitor which peri-
odically measures total radiation from the sun
for calibration purposes, and four earth-looking
radiometers providing WFOV and medium
field of view (MFOV) measurements of total
radiation and of short-wave radiation. The
WFOV radiometers view the entire Earth disc,
from one limb to the other, with a radius of
about 3000 km, and the MFOV has a footprint
of about 1000 kin. The scanning instrument
package has three radiometers to measure total,
short-wave and long-wave radiation at a spatial
resolution of 35-60 kin, depending on location
within the 2500 km swath.
Identical sets of ERBE instruments
were launched aboard the Earth Radiation
Budget Satellite in October, 1984, and aboard
the weather satellites NOAA 9, in December,
1984 and NOAA 10, in September, 1986.
Apart from the scanners, all the ERBE instru-
ments are still operating. NASA has no plans
for flying similar instruments until the Clouds
and Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES)
aboard EOS in the late 1990's. Meanwhile, a
French instrument, the SCARAB, will fly
aboard a series of Russian METEOR space-
craft, starting in 1991.
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3.2.2.4 Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
Ocean color data were acquired by the
CZCS aboard Nimbus 7 from 1978 to 1986,
when the instrument failed after exceeding its
design lifetime by some six years. These data
have a spatial resolution at nadir of 800 m and
swath width of 1600 km. The four visible
bands (0.433 - 0.453; 0.51 - 0.53; 0.54 - 0.56;
and 0.66 - 0.68 microns) and one near-infrared
band (0.70 - 0.80 microns) were chosen
specifically to observe ocean color and to
discriminate land and clouds from the ocean;
there was also a thermal-infrared band (10.5 -
12.5 microns) to provide coincident estimates
of sea-surface temperature, but this performed
poorly, and AVHRR data were used instead.
Between 80% and 90% of the radiance re-
ceived by the CZCS was backscattered from
the atmosphere, and this must be removed from
the received signal in order to measure ocean
color. Consequently, one of the bands on the
CZCS was chosen to provide atmospheric
corrections. In order to avoid sun glint, the
instrument could be tilted fore or aft away from
the sun. Occasionally, it was tilted towards the
sun to observe oil slicks on the ocean surface.
Primary biological productivity in the
ocean results from one-celled plants, phyto-
plankton, converting nutrients into plant mate-
rial by using sunlight with the help of chloro-
phyll. These plants thrive best in the upper few
tens of meters of the ocean where there is
sufficient sunlight for photosynthesis - the
euphotic zone. Chlorophyll in the plants, and
backscatter from the plants themselves change the
color of the ocean. Very productive waters appear
blue-green or sometimes red in contrast with the
deep blue, almost black color of very pure water.
Consequently, accurate measurements of ocean
color provide estimates of chlorophyll concentra-
tion within the surface water, which is closely
correlated with the total chlorophyll in the euphotic
zone. These estimates of chlorophyll can then be
used to study biological productivity over large
regions of the ocean. Comparison between the
satellite estimates of chlorophyll and those ob-
tained from ships show agreement within about
20%.
Few data were obtained by the CZCS from
high latitudes, partly because of cloud cover and
partly because of lack of demand. Comparison
with in situ measurements suggests that data-
processing techniques developed for lower lati-
tudes can be applied in polar regions despite the
low sun elevation. This lends credence to the
estimates of very high chlorophyll values derived
from both Arctic and Antarctic data (see covers).
Unfortunately, persistent cloud cover in summer,
particularly in the marginal ice zone where much
of the productivity occurs, seriously limits mea-
surements from space, and it may be necessary to
use airborne sensors to complement satellite
measurements in polar regions.
Satellite ocean color data have not been
available since the failure of the CZCS in 1986.
Based on experience with the CZCS data, an
improved instrument has been proposed by NASA
to be flown on a platform of opportunity. The
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instrument,known astheSea-viewing,Wide-Field-
of-view Sensor(SeaWiFS)will haveeightbands:
0.402- 0.422;433- 0.453;0.480- 0.500;0.510-
0.530;0.555- 0.575;0.655- 0.675;0.745- 0.785;
and0.845- 0.885microns. Thechoiceof frequen-
cieswill permitimprovedatmosphericorrections,
andbetterinstrumentperformanceathighpigment
concentrations.The swathwidth will be2800km
to providedaily, globalcoverageat aspatialreso-
lutionof 4.5kin. Local areacoveragewill alsobe
availablewith a spatialresolutionatnadirof 1.13
km. Therearetentativeplansto launchSeaWiFS
aboardanon-NASAplatformin 1992/1993.
In theabsenceof SeaWiFS,theearliest
approvedmissionfor anoceancolor sensoris the
JapaneseAdvancedEarthObservationSatellite
(ADEOS),which will belaunchedin 1995,carry-
ing ahigh-resolutionvisible andinfraredimager
andanOceanColorandTemperatureScanner
(OCTS). TheModerateResolutionImaging
Spectrometer(MODIS) aboardNASA'sEarth
ObservingSystem(EOS)will alsoprovideglobal
ocean-colordata,but theearliestlaunchdatefor
this instrumentwill bein 1998.
3.2.3 High-Resolution Imagers
High-resolution data are currently
obtained by Landsat-4 and Landsat-5 and by
the French Systeme Probatoire d'Observation
de la Terre (SPOT) satellite, both of which are
operated as subsidized commercial enterprises.
Multi-Spectral Scanner (MSS) data have been
acquired since 1972, throughout the entire
Landsat mission. They comprise four bands in
the visible and near-infrared (0.5 - 0.6; 0.6 -
0.7; 0.7 - 0.8; and 0.8 - 1.1 microns), with a
spatial resolution of 80 m. Later missions
included a fifth, infrared band (10.4 - 12.6
microns) with spatial resolution of 240 m.
Thematic Mapper (TM) data, with seven
channels, (0.45 - 0.52; 0.52 - 0.6; 0.63 - 0.69;
0.76 - 0.9; 1.55 - 1.75; 2.08 - 2.35; 10.4 - 12.5
microns) have been acquired since 1983.
Spatial resolution for the six visible, near-
infrared, and infrared channels is 30 m, and
that for the thermal infrared channel is 120 m.
The swath width for both MSS and TM data is
185 kin, and potential coverage extends to
approximately 82.5 ° latitude.
Ocean productivity is a fundamental com-
ponent of the global carbon cycle, and periods of
extremely high productivity at sea-ice margins,
combined with downwelling associated with deep-
water formation, make high-latitude oceans poten-
tial carbon sinks. The sustained hiatus in availabil-
ity of satellite ocean-color data represents a major
shortcoming in our attempts to address problems of
global change.
The first of a long series of French
SPOT missions was successfully launched in
1986. It obtains data similar to Landsat, but
with some important differences. There are
two modes: multi-spectral, with two visible
bands (0.5 - 0.59 and 0.61 - 0.68 microns) and
one near-infrared band (0.79 - 0.89 microns),
having a spatial resolution of 20 m; and pan-
chromatic, with one broad band (0.51 - 0.73
microns) at 10 m resolution. Both modes have
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a swathwidth of 60km.TheSPOTorbit
coverssimilar latitudelimits to Landsat,but
SPOThasanability to view obliquely,extend-
ing coverageto about85° latitude. Thiscapa-
bility alsopermitsstereoviewing from differ-
entspacecraftpositions,andhencereconstruc-
tion of surfacetopographyto anelevation
accuracyof approximately10meters.
Opportunitiestoobtainhigh-resolution
radarimageryof Antarcticawill beofferedin
theearlyninetiesbyEuropeanandJapanese
missions,eachwith theacronymERS-1,and
by theCanadianRadarsat.Thesespacecraft
will carrysyntheticapertureradars,which
provide20-30m resolutionradarimagesin all
weatherandlighting conditions.TheJapanese
ERS-1,generallyabbreviatedto JERS-1,and
ADEOS will both carry high resolution visible
and infrared instruments.
Important applications of high-resolu-
tion imagery to mapping, to glaciological
interpretation and to geological reconnaissance
have been well demonstrated, and images have
also been used for sea-ice and iceberg investi-
gations, vegetation mapping, habitat surveys,
and blue-ice mapping for meteorite collection.
Repeated surveys permit image comparison to
detect changes due, for example, to ice motion,
iceberg calving or changes in vegetation. For
many of these applications, Landsat data are
preferred because of the higher spectral resolu-
tion and broader swath width. In what follows,
the term "HRV data" refers to any high-resolu-
tion visible or infrared imagery.
Accurate maps, particularly ones giving a
pictorial indication of the terrain, are important for
any research project. Their usefulness in planning
and conducting field investigations, as well as in
the interpretation of field measurements, cannot be
overstated. Mapping from HRV images now
involves sophisticated registration and mosaic
techniques that minimize position errors and
provide maps that are excellently suited to most
research requirements. These can be produced at
considerably less expense than conventional aerial
photography. Both the MSS and the TM images
are adequate for mapping, but clearly, the TM and
SPOT data provide greater detail (Figure 21).
With the high resolution of HRV data, the
image itself becomes a valuable data set for glacio-
logical studies. The reader is referred to the
superb collection of Antarctic images published by
the USGS in the "Satellite image atlas of the
world" (Edited by Williams and Ferfigno, 1989).
In regions where other information is available, the
image data can be combined with this information
(e.g., surface deformation, velocity, ice thickness,
surface winds and temperatures, optical leveling,
etc.) to extend correlations to areas where there are
no in situ data. HRV imagery also facilitates
interpretation of other satellite data such as altim-
etry and SAR.
Recent work has clearly demonstrated the
importance of the digital images. Enhancement of
over-ice imagery has revealed the presence of
surface features ranging from subtle undulations
associated with ice flow over mountainous terrain
to crevasses and melt-water lakes (Swithinbank
and Lucchitta, 1986). Quite subtle topographic
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relief on ice-sheetsurfacesis readilydiscernablein
imagesthatwereobtainedwith a low sunangle,
andthis informationcanbeusedto reconstruct
relativesurfacetopography,to delineateglacier
catchmentbasins,andto identify icestream-lines.
US andEuropeaninvestigatorsaremakingexten-
siveuseof HRV imagesto maptheSipleCoast
regionandtheFilchner/Ronneiceshelfsystemin
Antarctica,andto investigateavarietyof glacio-
logical aspects,including icemotion, tributaryice
streamsandglaciers,andareasof groundedice
within the ice shelf. This work is amajoraid in the
planningandinterpretationof thefield measure-
ments.
Apparentstream-linescanbeidentifiedin
theimageryalmostentirelyacrossthemajorice
shelves.Accuratemappingof theseis particularly
importantbecausetheycanbecomparedwith
independentmeasurementsof icevelocity.
Differencesrevealnon-steady-stateconditions,
andcomparisonsalonga completeflow line
provideaninsight into pastbehaviorof theice-
sheet/ice-shelfsystem.Theimagescanalsobe
usedto investigatethealbedoof the ice-sheet
surface. Thecausesfor variability in the
albedoarenot fully understood,but theyare
probablyassociatedwith factorssuchassur-
facemeltingor snow-grainsizeandorienta-
tion, indicativeof local winds.
Comparisonof sequentialimagesof the
sameregionprovideinformationonchanges
thathaveoccurredduring theinterim between
imaging. Theseincludeicemotion,ice-shelf
advanceor retreat,icebergcalving,crevasse
patterns,groundedregionswithin iceshelves,
andextentof summermelting. This technique
Figure21.ComparisonbetweenLandsatMMSandTMimageryofpartoftheJutulstraumen,A tarctica.Theimages
coverasection,approximately10kmwide,neartheriftareaattheeasternsideoftheicestream.Theimprovedresolu-
tionoftheTMimage(ontheright)isreadilyapparent.[OrheimandLucchitta,1987.]
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has been widely used to estimate glacier veloc-
ity by tracking the location of large crevasses
in the images (Lucchitta and Ferguson, 1986).
Results from a recent analysis of 14 Antarctic
glaciers are shown in Figure 22.
In an attempt to make better use of
Landsat coverage, NASA and the USGS are
collaborating with other SCAR nations to
complement the existing collection of images
with new acquisitions (Ferrigno and Molnia,
1989). The resulting collection of images will
enable compilation of maps depicting the
various morphological features of overflown
parts of the ice sheets (latitudes lower than
about 82.5°), and these will represent a particu-
larly valuable resource for planning field
investigations and for helping to interpret other
data. However, the many images of Antarctica
were collected over a period of about 15 years
(Williams et al., 1984), and our next major goal
should be to establish a long-term program of
data acquisition that will provide almost simul-
taneous coverage of the large terrestrial ice
sheets every decade. This would permit the
systematic monitoring of changes in the areal
extent and surface features of the ice sheets that
will be needed by the Global Change Program.
Images from SPOT and from the optical sensor
aboard JERS-1 will complement those from
Landsat, but systematic coverage of large areas
is more easily achieved by Landsat, with its
broader swath.
Over rock, HRV images provide excel-
lent maps, their broad spatial coverage permits
ready identification of large-scale structural
and morphological features, and there is a steady
advance in our ability to extract geological infor-
mation, particularly from TM data. Moreover,
much of the geological reconnaissance in polar
regions was done in a "broad-brush" manner, with
only a very small percentage of rock area actually
visited, and HRV data serve to fill in the gaps
between visited sites. In addition, they are rou-
tinely used to identify blue ice areas on glaciers
and ice sheets (Figure 23). These areas are likely
to be very sensitive to climate change and, in
Antarctica, they contain many meteorites exposed
by sustained sublimation of the ice that once
encased them. The next generation of USGS
maps derived from HRV images will delineate
areas of blue ice, which can be readily identified
by their spectral signature. Biological applications
include habitat surveys and identification and
monitoring of vegetation units. HRV images can
provide large-area surveys of vegetation types
indicative of, for instance, permafrost or wet
peatland (Figure 24).
Over the ocean, there has been extensive
use of HRV images for numerous sea-ice studies,
including detailed analysis of ice cover and motion
(McNutt, 1981; Steffen, 1986), and validation of
passive-microwave measurements of sea-ice
concentration (Steffen, In Preparation).
3.2.4 Atmospheric Sounding
Not shown on the plot of atmospheric
transmission in Figure 11 are many hundreds of
narrow bands with high opacity, each characteristic
of some specific molecule, such as methane or
nitrous oxide. For each of these bands, the opacity
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Figure 22. Antarctic outlet-glacier velocities obtained by comparing two sets of Landsat images. The map includes
velocity estimates, indicated by the numbers in (km/yr) for some of the glaciers (Macdonald et al. In Press). The image
depicts the Stancomb-Wills Glacier Tongue of the Brunt Ice Shelf, Weddell Sea. Movement vectors were obtained by
tracing crevasse patterns on Landsat images acquired 12 years apart. Paper print copies of the images were optically
matched under a stereoscope. The heavy white baseline is about 10 km west of the grounding line, and glacier move-
ment is to the left. The velocities range from approximately 950 m/year, close to the baseline, to about 1.2 kin/year 100
km downstream (Lucchitta et al., submitted). They show excellent agreement with a velocity of 1.3 kin/year measured
30 km further downstream in the late 1960's (Thomas, 1973). [Provided by B. Lucchitta.]
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the entire depth of the atmosphere. Moreover, by
sounding the atmosphere nearly horizontally
("limb sounding") substantially improved sensitiv-
ity and vertical resolution can be achieved for
estimates of the concentration of atmospheric
constituents, such as ozone, in the upper atmo-
sphere.
Figure 23. Changes in the area of bare ice on the
Pasterze Glacier, Austria derived from Thematic Mapper
data. [Hall et al_, 1989.]
is affected by the temperature and the amount
of the gas that is present, and by measuring the
energy intensity at many selected frequencies it
is possible to estimate the concentration in the
atmosphere of, for instance, liquid water, water
vapor, or individual trace gases.
The high-absorption band centered at
55 GHz in Figure 11 is caused by resonance of
oxygen molecules, and within this band the
precise resonant frequency is associated with a
discrete range for the partial pressure of the
oxygen, and the absorption at that frequency is
determined mainly by the temperature of the
oxygen within that pressure range. Thus, by
sampling at several frequencies within the 55
GHz oxygen absorption band, temperatures can
be estimated as a function of the partial pres-
sure of the oxygen, and hence as a function of
altitude. In this way, it is possible to obtain a
coarse-resolution temperature/pressure plot for
The Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder
(TOVS) aboard NOAA weather satellites com-
prises infrared and microwave sounding units
designed to provide temperature and water-vapor
profiles of the atmosphere from the surface to 10
mb at a coarse spatial resolution. At high latitudes,
the sounder data have not yet received much
attention, but they are now under investigation as
sources of information needed to evaluate the
surface energy budget.
3.3 Active Instruments
Active sensors transmit pulses of energy
and measure various characteristics of the reflected
radiation. The synthetic aperture radar,
scatterometer, and radar altimeter operate at micro-
wave frequencies, and can therefore "see" the
Earth surface in all weather conditions. The laser
ranger, altimeter, and sounder operate in and near
the visible range of frequencies, and are limited by
cloud cover.
3.3.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
The spatial resolution of a conventional
radar is determined by radar frequency and antenna
size. This imposes a practical limitation on the
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Figure24.PermafrostzonesfromLandsatdata. A region of boreal forest within the Yukon-Tanana Uplands of central
Alaska. A classification using a Thematic Mapper (TM) thermal band and a TM-derived vegetation map indicates the
distribution of three permafrost categories with an approximately 80% accuracy. Blue represents frozen ground; tan
represents discontinuously frozen ground; and red represents unfrozen ground. [Morrisey et al., 1986.]
achievable resolution. The SAR overcomes this by
illuminating a swath off to the side of the space-
craft and discriminating individual resolution cells
according to their range and the Doppler shift in
frequency of the reflected radiation caused by
spacecraft motion. Spatial resolution is on the
order of meters to tens of meters. Data are ac-
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quired at extremely high rates (on the order of
100 Mbits/second).and they are transmitted
immediately to ground receiving stations
within view of the spacecraft. It is possible
with existing technology to record some of the
data onboard the satellite for later transmission,
but appropriate recorders are not well proven in
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space,andexperiencewith existingrecorders
usedto storeslowerdatastreamsindicatethat
theyfrequentlyarethefirst componentsof a
missionto fail.
In additionto providinghigh-resolution
informationatfrequencieswhichcomplement
thosein thevisibleandinfrared,SARdata
havethemajoradvantageof beingunaffected
bycloudsor darkness.Moreover,radarwave-
lengthspenetratesnowandice to detectshal-
low subsurfacefeatures.Limitationsinclude
highpowerconsumption,highdatarateand
complexdata-processingtechniques.In addi-
tion, swathwidth is generallynarrow(75-100
km), but,by themid 1990's,Radarsatwill
acquirecoarser-resolutionSARdatawithin a
500-km swath.
Extensive SAR coverage was first
obtained by NASA's Seasat in 1978 but prema-
ture failure of the spacecraft's power system
limited data acquisition to only 3 months. The
Seasat SAR operated at L-band (1.275 GHz, or
about 24 cm wavelength). A few images were
obtained over Greenland, and none over Ant-
arctica. Analysis of these data show that melt
zones on the ice sheet can be identified along
with melt features such as lakes and streams
(Bindschadler et al., 1987). Extensive cover-
age of Arctic sea ice clearly demonstrated the
great potential of SAR for both research and
operational applications in ice-covered waters.
Over recent years, techniques have been devel-
oped for rapidly extracting information on sea-
ice from SAR images. This includes estimates
of sea-ice concentration and type; ice motion from
comparison of sequential images of the same area;
and information on ocean waves near the marginal
ice zone. Currently, SAR data obtained by aircraft
are under investigation. In addition, there is strong
interest in SAR applications over land, particularly
to complement visible, near infrared, and infrared
imagery.
The next opportunities for large-scale
acquisition of SAR data at high latitudes will be
provided by a C-band (5.3 GHz) SAR aboard the
European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1, to be
launched early in 1991) and an L-band (1.275
GHz) SAR aboard the Japanese Earth resources
Satellite (JERS-1, to be launched in 1992). High-
est spatial resolution will be 8 m, but these will be
noisy data, and nominal high resolution will be
30 m, with a swath width of 100 km. For ERS-1,
data acquisition over polar regions will be limited
to approximately 5-20 minutes per day (equivalent
to an image strip 100 km wide and 2000-8000 km
long), and these data must be acquired in real time
by receiving stations at appropriate locations.
Excellent Arctic coverage will be obtained by
stations in Sweden, Scotland, Norway, Canada,
and Alaska (Figure 25), with Sea of Okhotsk
coverage available from a Japanese receiving
station. Moreover, because a SAR views obliquely
to the side of the spacecraft, the northward-looking
ERS-1 will be capable of acquiring data between
latitudes 85 ° N and 78 ° S. In the Antarctic, a
Japanese station at Syowa (69 ° 39' S, 39 ° 35' E) to
serve JERS-1, is being adapted also to receive
ERS-1 SAR data, and there will be a German
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stationattheChileanO'Higgins Station(63° 19'S,
57° 54'W) on thenorthwestcoastof theAntarctic
Peninsula.
PotentialSARcoverageby JERS-1lies
betweenapproximately79° Southand84° North.
ThemajoradvantagesofferedbyJERS-1arethe
capabilityto storeSARdataaboardthespacecraft
(makingit possibleto acquirealmostglobalcover-
age)andthecomplementaryhigh-resolutionvisible
andinfrareddatathat will alsobeacquired.Al-
thoughtherewill still be limitationsimposedby
poweravailability andtape-recordercapacity,
JERS-1couldoffer majoropportunitiesfor Antarc-
tic research.Thelatitudelimits of dataacquisition
will restrictthisresearchto coastalregionsand
surroundingseaice,but this is whereprevalent
cloudcoverlimits theuseof opticalsensors othat
SARwill providemaximumbenefit.
A third SARmission,theCanadian
Radarsat,hasrecentlybeenapprovedfor launchin
1995. It will operateat C-band,with adesign
lifetime of 5years(comparedto 2 yearsfor ERS-1
andJERS-1).This instrumentwill representa
significantadvanceovertheearlieronesin that
both the look angleandtheswathwidth will be
adjustable.Swathwidth will vary between55km,
with aspatialresolutionof 8 m, and500km, with a
spatialresolutionof 100m. Thelook anglewill be
adjustablebetween20° and60° from vertical,and
therewill beonboarddatastoragepermitting
almosttotalcoverageof theglobe. Antarctic
coveragewill beachievedby alteringthespace-
craft alignmentsothattheSARlookssouthfor a
limited period. The Radarsatprogramwill involve
collaborationbetweenCanada,NOAA, and
NASA, with NOAA providingdatafacilities
andNASA providingthelaunch. Table 1
providesa summaryof thethreeSARmissions.
NASA, in collaborationwith theUni-
versityof Alaskaat Fairbanks(UAF), has
installeda SARreceivingantennaat theGeo-
physicalInstituteattheuniversity(Figure26).
A SARprocessingsystemandadataarchive
anddeliverysystemwill handleinitially ap-
proximately10minutesof SARdataperday,
imagingalmosthalf amillion squarekm of the
Earth's surface(Figure27). NASA hasmemo-
randaof understandingwhichwill permit
acquisitionof SARdatafromERS-1and
JERS-1at theAlaskaSARFacility (ASF),and
a similarMOU is beingnegotiatedfor acquisi-
tion of Radarsatdatafrom bothpolar regions.
However,becauseof limited onboarddata
storage,synopticcoverageof theAntarcticwill
requireanadditionalreceivingstationat, or
closeto, McMurdoin theRossSeato comple-
menttheJapanesestationatSyowaandthe
GermanstationatO'Higgins (Figure25).
A SARproduceshigh-resolutiondigital
imageswith intensityproportionalto radar
backscatter.Correctionfor distortionsinduced
by surfacetopographyyieldsgeocodedimages
with locationsfor eachof the imagepixels.
Theseimagescanbeusedto supplementhigh-
resolutionvisible andinfraredimagesfor many
of themappingpurposesdescribedin Section
3.2.3. Otherapplicationsinclude:
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Table 1
SAR Missions
SAR
Orbit
Mission
ERS-I* J-ERS-1
Frequency C-band L-B and
Polarization VV HH
Swath 100 km 75 km
Resolution/looks 30 rn/4 30 m/4
Incidence 23 degrees 35 degrees
Orientation Right Right
Onboard Storage none about 10" bits
RADARSAT
C-band
HH
50 to 500 km
3O m/4 - 100 m/8
20 - 50+ degrees
Right
about 10 tt bits
Inclination 97.5 degrees 98.5 degrees 98.5 degrees
Altitude 785 km 568 km 790 km
Repeat 3 days and 35 days 41 days 13 days
Type sun-synchronous sun-synchronous sun-synchronous
Launch 5/1991 2/1992
Lifetime 2-3 years 2 years
Status Approved Approved
1995
5 years
Approved in
Canada, int'l
collaboration
pending
* ERS-1 will be followed by a second, virtually identical, spacecraft (ERS-2), which will extend the
European ERS mission well into the mid 1990"s.
• detailed surveillance of the ice-covered •
ocean including ice-floe sizes, open-
water leads and polynyas, icebergs, sea-
ice type and, from sequential imagery,
sea-ice and iceberg motion;
all-weather mapping of ice-sheet surface
features (melt zones, melt pools, crevasses,
undulations, etc.) and surface extent, and
the detection of changes in any of these by
comparing sequential images;
• proxy information about phenomena •
that affect fine-scale sea-surface rough-
ness, such as winds, bathymetry, river
discharge, and waves;
topographic mapping on land and clear
detection of structural features such as
faults;
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Figure 25. Arctic and Antarctic coverage provided by SAR receiving stations planned for ERS-1. Because of the
satellite orbit and the instrument look angle, areas within approximately 400 km of the North Pole and 1300 km of the
South Pole will not be covered by the ERS-1 and JERS-1 SARs. These regions will be imaged by Radarsat. Note,
however, that there will be no receiving station in the Ross Sea sector of Antarctica during ERS-1 and JERS-1. The
broken line depicts the station mask of a receiving station under consideration by the National Science Foundation for
installation at McMurdo in time for Radarsat.
in combination with high-resolution
visible and infrared data, SAR can be
used to classify surface rock and soil
types, surface wetness, and vegetation.
Figure 26. The SAR receiving antenna on the roof of the
Geophysical Institute at the University of Alaska at
Fairbanks. This antenna will receive data from three satellite
SAR missions scheduled for launch during the early 1990's.
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Of these, the sea-ice applications are
best understood, and efforts are underway to
develop techniques for rapid extraction of sea-
ice information from SAR imagery in readiness
for both research and operational application of
ERS-1 data. These techniques will be incorpo-
rated within a Geophysical Processing System
(GPS), to be installed at the ASF, that will
automatically calculate estimates of sea-ice
concentration, ice type, and ice motion from
selected SAR images (Figure 28). Similar
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Alaska SAR Facility
Functional Block Diagram
ARCHIVE AND GEOPHYSICAL
RECEIVING GROUND OPERATIONS SYSTEM PROCESSOR SYSTEM
STATION ( RGS ) ( GPS )
SAR PROCESSOR SYSTEM
( SPS )
Near Real-Time Images
ARCHIVE
AND
CATALOG
SYSTEM
(ACS)
III
USERS PLANNING
SYSTEM
Figure 27. The Alaska SAR Facility, one of NASA's Distributed Active Archive Centers, where data will be received
from the satellite, processed to SAR images, archived and distributed. In addition, geophysical parameters will be
routinely derived from the SAR imagery on request by users.
techniques will be applied at the Joint Ice
Center for operational applications.
Present estimates of the number and
sizes of icebergs in the Southern Ocean and of
their lifetime vary widely. It is important to
improve these estimates because they provide
an indirect assessment of the amount of ice
discharged into the ocean, and long-term
monitoring would reveal sustained increases in
ice discharge. Our first requirement is a baseline
set of high-resolution imagery acquired within a
short time period. Because of cloud cover and the
costs associated with acquiring HRV images for
such an effort, the most effective approach will be
to use SAR imagery from the European and Japa-
nese ERS-1 missions and the Canadian Radarsat.
Techniques have also been developed for
producing digital mosaics of SAR images, and
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thesewill assistin mappingapplications.How-
ever,muchwork remainsto bedoneon interpreta-
tionof theradarbackscatterthatis recordedby the
SAR. At present, we can look at a SAR image of,
say, a glacier and be impressed by the amount of
information that the image apparently contains, but
we cannot quantify that information.
3.3.2 Radar Altimeter
Satellite radar altimeters have flown aboard
NASA's GEOS-3 (1975-1978) and Seasat (July -
October, 1978), and the US Navy's Geosat (1985 -
1989). These instruments were designed to mea-
sure ranges to the ocean surface by transmitting
short radar pulses and measuring the time delay
until receipt of the reflected pulse. Pulse rate is
approximately 1000 per second, and the altimeter
attempts to follow the time delay of the half-power
point on the leading edge of a composite return-
pulse waveform formed by summing 50 consecu-
tive received pulses. Summation takes account of
range changes between consecutive pulses by
correcting delay times for anticipated range change
extrapolated from earlier measurements. In order
to obtain high range resolution, return energy is
measured only within a data acquisition window of
about 190 nanosecond duration - equivalent to a
range window extending 15 m above and below the
measured surface. The altimeters work well over
the oceans, where the retum waveform generally
has a fairly sharp rise and a slow decay (Figure 29)
and measured range changes slowly. The precision
of a range measurement, averaged from one
second's data over the ocean, is on the order of 10
cm or less.
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Although the altimeter illuminates a
circle on the ocean surface with a radius of
about 12 km (the beam-limited footprint), the
area contributing to the return-pulse leading
edge (the pulse-limited footprint), from which
the range measurements are made, is only
about 1 km in radius on a flat surface. Rough-
ening of the surface, for instance by waves,
increases the radius of the pulse-limited foot-
print to as much as 5 kin, and it broadens the
leading edge of the return-pulse waveform.
This effect has two benefits: it ensures that the
altimeter-derived range automatically averages
the effects of waves; and it provides a means
for measuring ocean-wave height from the
width of the leading edge.
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Over sea ice, the return pulse has a very
sharp rise followed by a quite rapid fall, pro-
ducing a spike, characteristic of a specular
reflection (Figure 29). Although the altimeter
tracking system was not designed to handle this
type of return pulse, it follows the sea-ice
surface remarkably well. However, there can
be significant errors in the range measurement.
Moreover, the Seasat and Geosat data records
do not permit reconstruction of the 50-pulse
composite waveforms, from which it would be
possible to calculate the errors most accurately.
Instead, the pulse shape preserved in the record
was formed by summing two consecutive 50-
pulse composites to provide a ten-per-second
data rate. Significant errors in tbe onboard
estimate of range rate over sea ice lead to
appreciable broadening of these pulses, and
even the formation of twin spikes in some
pulses. Nevertheless, range measurements
Polar Research from Satellites
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Figure 28. Geophysical products to be derived at the ASF from SAR images. The two Seasat L-band SAR images (a
and b) are of the same region with a time separation of three days. In c and d, the images are automatically classified
into three ice types based on the relative intensity of their backscatter: rough multiyear - brightest region; smooth
multiyear - second brightest; and fh'st year - dark. Automatic Iracking of ice flows in the images gives the vectors (e)
showing displacement of the ice in three days. The average motion of the sea ice within the images is approximately 2
km/day. [Provided by R. Kwok, JPL.]
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SEA ICE
OCEAN
Figure 29. Radar-altimeter return waveforms from an ice-sheet surface, sea ice, and the ocean. The ice-sheet waveforms
are quite similar to those from the ocean, but the sea-ice waveforms are very different and generally have a sharp spike
signifying a near-specular reflection. The vertical lines mark the location on the waveform automatically "tracked" by
the altimeter, and to which ranges are measured. Over the ocean, the automatic tracking is very effective, providing
ranges to the average sea surface within the footprint, but over sea ice and the ice sheets, measured ranges are unreliable,
and each waveform must be retracked. [After Zwally et al., 1987.]
over sea ice are significantly improved by
retracking the data.
Over sloping or undulating terrain, such as
the polar ice sheets, the servo-tracking circuit in the
altimeter is not sufficiently agile to follow rapidly
changing ranges, and the altimeter frequently loses
track of the return pulse. In this respect, the more
agile tracker of the Geosat altimeter represented a
major improvement over Seasat, and it acquired
more continuous records over the Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheets. However, the altimeter-
derived ranges in these records all have significant
errors, and each return-pulse waveform must be
retracked. This involves correcting each altimeter-
derived range over ice for the offset between the
altimeter tracking point and the actual half-power
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point of the leading edge of the reflected-pulse
waveform (Martin et al., 1983). Fortunately,
most of these have a similar shape to pulses
over the ocean (Figure 29) and, after retracking
and other corrections have been applied for
atmospheric effects, range precision for the
ten-per-second data over smoother portions of
the ice sheets is on the order of 30 cm, while
over rougher portions it is more commonly on
the order of a few meters.
Each corrected range is measured to the
closest surface within the beam-limited foot-
print, with the effects of minor undulations
(like sastrugi) averaged out. Consequently,
over a sloping surface, the measured range is to
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a point that is not directly beneath the space-
craft. Corrections for this slope-induced error
can be applied where the slope is constant over
large distances, but it is very difficult to correct
for the effects of the large undulations that are
commonly found on the polar ice sheets. This
translates to an elevation error that can be on
the order of many meters. Moreover, useful
data cannot be acquired over slopes that exceed
half the angular beam width of the radar an-
tenna (i.e., slopes steeper than about 1:70).
This restriction applies to approximately 10-
15% of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets,
and predominates in the coastal regions where
ice velocities are highest, and scientific interest
is most pronounced.
Application of radar-altimetry data to
ice research involves reprocessing all the over-
ice altimeter waveform composites. This has
been done for all the Seasat data by NASA
investigators (Zwally et al., 1983b), and the
resulting corrected measurements of range
between satellite and ice surface have been
further corrected for orbit errors and reduced to
ice-surface elevations with respect to both the
Earth ellipsoid and the geoid (approximately
sea level). The results have been published in
atlas form (Bindschadler et al., 1989), and the
corrected ranges and derived ice-surface
elevations are available from NSIDC. Data
from GEOS-3 are not sufficiently accurate to
warrant reprocessing, but all the over-ice data
from Geosat is being retracked. The resulting
data set will provide the basic information
necessary for many glaciological requirements,
such as delineating catchment basins, deducing
towlines, calculating ice-flow driving stresses, and
setting boundary conditions for theoretical models,
as well as for the production of accurate maps.
Altimetry measurements are obtained only
from beneath the spacecraft, and the 10-per-second
data rate provides estimates of surface elevation at
intervals along the orbit track of approximately
700 m. Cross-track data density is determined by
the separation of orbit tracks, and a particularly
dense network of data was provided by the first 18
months of the Geosat mission when the satellite
was in an orbit with a long repeat period (Figure
30). Unfortunately, coverage from both Geosat
and Seasat extends only to 72 ° latitude, while
GEOS-3 reached only to 65 °. Nevertheless, the
southern half of Greenland and much of the coastal
portion of Antarctica are included. The accuracy
of individual estimates of surface elevation is on
the order of meters, and this is inadequate for
detecting changes at a specific location. However,
by comparing elevation differences at the many
points where a set of satellite orbits cross those
from an earlier time, it is possible to reduce signifi-
cantly the effect of random errors.
A careful study (Lingle et al., 1990) of the
extensive data set obtained during the first 18
months of the Geosat mission, indicates that errors
are largely random, apart from the slope-induced
error, which should remain almost constant at a
given location on the ice sheet. Consequently,
comparison of a very large number of crossing-
point comparisons should provide an indication of
the thickening/thinning rate of the ice sheet. Such
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ananalysishasbeenappliedto theGreenlandice
sheet(Figure31),andindicatesthatthehigher-
elevationpartsof theice sheetsouthof 72° N,
thickened by approximately 1.6 meters between
1978 and 1986 (Zwally et al., 1989; Zwally, 1989).
Although this result has been questioned because
of unknown orbit errors for the two satellites, the
effects of these errors were minimized by
companing Seasat and Geosat data over the ocean
near to Greenland. If this estimate of ice-sheet
thickening is correct, then it has important ramifi-
cations, and a high priority should be given to
continuing this type of systematic analysis, and to
extending it to higher latitudes using data from
ERS-1.
Lingle et al.'s (1990) error analysis indi-
cates that radar-aItimetry data may also be useful to
detect elevation changes in the Greenland ablation
area. Here, although errors of individual altimeter
measurements can be very large (tens of meters),
they appear to be independent, and therefore
amenable to reduction by taking averages over
sufficiently large areas.
There is a clear need to extend coverage
nearer the poles, and this will be achieved by
ERS-1, which wilI carry an altimeter in an orbit
reaching 82 ° latitude. The ERS-1 altimeter is
similar to those of Seasat and Geosat, but its
tracking is different. In particular, there will be an
option to implement an ice-tracking mode which
wilI utiIize a wider data-acquisition window in
order to maintain track over steeper slopes. Inevi-
tably, range accuracy in this mode will be poor.
Over the flatter portions of the ice sheet, the precise
tracking mode will be implemented, and this
should permit comparison between ERS-1
results and those from the earlier missions.
One major improvement will be preservation in
the ERS- 1 data record of each 50-pulse com-
posite, yielding a twenty-per-second data rate.
This will improve the accuracy of retracked
data, and facilitate extraction of additional
information, such as sastrugi height and sea-ice
characteristics, from the pulse shape.
The joint US/French mission - TOPEX/
Poseidon - will carry a system for measuring
ocean topography very accurately and for
keeping track of relevant errors. It is scheduled
for launch in 1992, but its orbit will reach only
66 ° latitude. Nevertheless, it will provide a
highly accurate measurement of ocean-surface
topography which will be used as a datum with
which to upgrade the accuracy of altimetry
measurements from ERS-1, including those at
higher latitudes.
It should be stressed that these radar
altimeters cannot acquire useful data over
surface slopes larger than approximately one
degree, and that the ice-sheet surface recon-
structed from altimetry data represents a
smoothed approximation to the actual surface.
The effect of surface slope is to bias this
envelope above the real surface, whereas the
effect of radar penetration into the ice is to bias
the envelope below the real surface. The
quantitative effect of radar penetration on the
measured range is poorly understood, but
model studies (Jezek and Alley, 1988) and
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Figure 30. Ground tracks of the Navy's Geosat radar altimeter over the Greenland ice sheet. Each set of tracks refers to
a 3-month period (top) when the satellite was in a long repeat orbit and (bottom) when the satellite was in a 17-day
repeat orbit. Discontinuities in the tracks represent locations where the altimeter lost track of the reflected signal because
of too much smearing of the return pulse by sloping terrain or excessively rapid variations in the range to the ice surface.
The extremely dense coverage in the top figure is a result of the long time interval between repeating satellite orbit tracks
compared to the 17-day repeat orbit shown in the lower figure. [Zwally et al., 1987.]
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Figure 31. Greenland ice sheet surface-elevation change derived from comparison of Geosat and Seasat radar-altimetry
data. The rate of thickening of the ice sheet is plotted against latitude. The error bars are estimates of standard devia-
tion, assuming the errors in each orbit-crossover comparison are independent. [After Zwally, 1989.]
analysis of altimeter pulse shapes over ice
(Partington et al., 1989) suggest that it could be
significant, and it certainly warrants further investi- •
gation. The bias and the degree of smoothing are
determined by local surface slopes and by charac-
teristics of the altimeter and its tracking system. It
is important to understand this relationship in order
to make effective use of the data, particularly if this °
involves intercomparison of data from different
instruments. Nevertheless, satellite radar altimeters
provide the best available means of mapping ice
sheet topography over vast areas of Greenland and
Antarctica. °
Other potential applications in high latitudes
include:
measurements of ocean-surface topography,
winds, and wave height for which the
altimeters were designed (see, for instance,
Wunsch, 1981; Chelton and McCabe,
1985);
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measurements of sea-ice surface eleva-
tion, from which can be deduced the
local geoid and hence indications of
seabed topography (Haxby et al., 1983);
mapping ice-cliff margins of the Ant-
arctic ice sheet, and the margins be-
tween sea ice and open water (Thomas
et al., 1983; Laxon, 1989);
investigating ice-surface characteristics
such as sastrugi roughness and crevasse
intensity (Partington et al., 1989).
3.3.3 Scatterometer
This instrument obtains coarse-resolu-
tion measurements of radar backscatter from
the surface of the ocean. Prime application is
the measurement of sea-surface wind vectors.
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Overtheocean,radarbackscatteris deter-
minedby smallcapillarywavesgeneratedby
thewind. Theorientationof thesewavesis
determinedby thewind direction,andthe
backscatterintensityis affectedby thewave
orientationwith respecto thelook angleof
thescatterometer.Consequently,thewind
scatterometerusesthreeantennaeto measure
backscatterintensityfrom threedifferent look
angles,providingsufficientinformationto
estimatebothwind speedandwind direction.
Overice, thedatamayusefullycomplement
passive-microwaveandSAR measurements,
but interpretationis poorlyunderstood.
Scatterometermeasurementof ocean
windswasdemonstratedby thetwo-antenna
instrumentaboardSeasat,andtheActive
Microwave Instrument (AMI) aboard ERS-1
will be capable of operating alternately as a
SAR or as a wind scatterometer. NASA is
developing a wind scatterometer (NSCAT) for
inclusion aboard the Japanese ADEOS mis-
sion, to be launched in 1995.
3.3.4 Lidar
Lidar techniques can be used in a
variety of applications, including atmospheric
sounding, measurement of wind profiles,
precisely locating retro-reflectors on the Earth
surface, and accurate measurement of surface
elevation. The two latter applications have
clear relevance to the study of ice sheets. It is
very probable that a series of satellite radar
altimeters will be capable of detecting eleva-
tion changes greater than a few tens of cm in
smooth, nearly horizontal areas of the ice sheets.
However, it is certain that they will not detect
similar changes in near-coastal, steeply sloping
regions where we expect the most rapid changes to
be occurring. A laser altimeter operates with a
very narrow beam, so that its footprint on the ice-
sheet surface is just a few tens of meters in diam-
eter. Consequently, a laser measures ranges to
more clearly-defined positions on the earth surface
so long as both the satellite position and the laser
pointing direction are accurately known. The net
result is a greater ability to measure thickening/
thinning rates. This means that changes averaged
over large areas can be detected over shorter
periods, and patterns of change can be discrimi-
nated at a far higher spatial resolution than with a
radar altimeter.
The first satellite laser-altimeter mission
will be the Mars Observatory Laser Altimeter
(MOLA), to be launched in 1992. If this is suc-
cessful, then by the mid 1990s the surface topogra-
phy of Mars will be better mapped than many parts
of the Earth. The earliest opportunity for satellite
laser altimetry over the Earth's polar ice caps will
be provided by the Geoscience Laser Ranging
System (GLRS), planned for inclusion within the
Earth Observing System (EOS). The earliest
launch date for GLRS will be after the turn of the
century. This instrument is designed to operate in
two modes: as an altimeter; and as a ranging
instrument. The altimeter mode will provide
measurements of average surface elevation within
footprints some tens of meters in diameter, spaced
at intervals of a few hundred meters along track.
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The prime application of these data will be
to measure rates of ice-sheet thickening/thinning.
In addition, the altimeter mode of GLRS will
measure sea-ice surface roughness (from the shape
of the return pulse) and cloud-top heights. The
ranging mode is primarily for studies of crustal
motion, but it will be applied over ice to measure
ice strain rates over very large distances. Current
specifications call for measurement of the relative
position of retro-reflectors to an accuracy of milli-
meters to centimeters. Repeated measurements to
targets planted in the surface of an ice sheet will
provide accurate estimates of ice strain rate over
distances of tens to hundreds of km, and over short
time periods. A major issue for the glaciological
community is development of suitable targets.
They should be low-cost; they must be capable of
remaining above the snow surface for many years
(preferably more than a decade); and they need to
be constructed in a way that minimizes snow and
hoar-frost deposits on the retro-reflector. Develop-
ment and testing of suitable targets should be
started as soon as possible.
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Figure 32. Airborne laser-altimetry measurements over
Breidamerkurjokul Glacier in Iceland. The position of
the airplane was fixed using Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers. A highly detailed, accurate surface-
elevation profile of the entire glacier was obtained in less
than two minutes of flight time. [Provided by W.Krabill,
NASA Wallops Flight Facility.]
Pending launch of a satellite laser altimeter,
there are plans for airborne laser-altimeter surveys
of the Greenland Ice Sheet, with Global Positioning
System (GPS) receivers aboard the aircraft, to
provide the very accurate navigation required both
to identify the ground track and to direct the air-
craft as nearly as possible along repeat tracks. This
would be a viable way of investigating the
Greenland ablation zone or individual drainage
basins of particular interest (Figure 32).
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4. The Next Decade
A major long-term goal of polar re-
search is realistic incorporation of high-
latitude ocean and ice processes within predic-
tive global climate models. This will require
fulfillment of these objectives:
understand the role of the polar oceans
and their sea-ice cover in the transfer
of heat and moisture between ocean
and atmosphere, and the redistribution
of heat from low to high latitudes;
assess the importance of the polar
regions in the global carbon cycle;
identify and quantify the probable
responses of the polar oceans, sea ice,
terrestrial ice cover, permafrost, and
vegetation to climate change.
Satellite observations provide the only
means of making the large areal-coverage,
synoptic measurements that will be needed,
and in the next four sections we shall briefly
review the elements of the research program
necessary to address these problems. Each
section will be necessarily brief, and more
details are provided in reports, listed in the
Biobliography, from national and international
advisory groups, such as the Polar Research
Board of the National Academy of Sciences.
4.1 The role of the polar oceans and their sea-
ice cover in the transfer of heat and moisture
between ocean and atmosphere, and the redis-
tribution of heat from low to high latitudes.
Research should focus on the marginal ice
zone, and open water within the pack ice: energy,
water, and salt fluxes within ice-covered areas;
associated modification of ocean density structure;
and processes of deep-water formation.
4.1.1 Required Satellite Sensors
SAR (for detailed estimates of ice concen-
tration and ice type, identification of leads and
polynyas, and for monitoring ice trajectories);
passive microwave (to provide estimates of ice
concentration and ice type) ; visible, near infrared,
and thermal infrared (to provide surface tempera-
tures and cloud cover); atmospheric sounding (to
study interactions between the atmosphere and the
ice and ocean); radar altimeter (to provide esti-
mates of ocean eddy kinetic energy and ocean
circulation); laser altimeter (to measure sea-ice
surface roughness); laser atmospheric wind
sounder (an EOS instrument that will measure
near-surface winds over ice). Apart from the
laser altimeter and wind sounder, these instru-
ments will be operating over most of the next
decade. Moreover, data systems are in place or
under development to ensure delivery of useful
derived products to investigators. The major
requirement is for "critical mass" investigator
groups capable of applying these data sets in an
holistic way to multidiscipline problems.
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4.1.2 Ancillary Measurements
Synoptic weather observations at manned
stations and at a few automatic stations; buoys on
the sea ice (measuring surface pressure, tempera-
ture, and buoy location, and at a subset of the
buoys ocean temperatures, salinities, and currents);
upward-looking sonar on sub-surface buoys
moored to the ocean bed, and on submarines (to
measure the temporal and spatial distribution of
sea-ice thickness); a few intensive field campaigns
to investigate processes of heat and mass flux from
leads and polynyas, and processes of deep-water
formation; chemical/isotope tracing of water
masses; and bottom-moored temperature/salinity/
current sensors in several critical locations for
obtaining time series data.
Many of the necessary field investigations
will take place over the next decade, sponsored
primarily by ONR, NSF, and NOAA. The future
of the Arctic Ocean Buoy Program is currently
under review to ensure that research and opera-
tional needs will be adequately served in the
future. The major area for growth is in the devel-
opment and deployment of automatic weather
stations and buoys providing information on ocean
parameters and ice thickness.
4.2 The role of the polar regions in the global
carbon cycle
Research should focus on the processes
that influence the rate of solution of carbon diox-
ide in cold, high-latitude, seasonally ice-covered
waters, the transfer of carbon, in solution and as
biological detritus, from surface waters to the deep
ocean, and the transfer of carbon between the
atmosphere and Arctic wetlands and boreal
forests. The ocean component of this work
will build on the research described in Section
4.1.
4.2.1 Required Sensors
Ocean-color imager (to provide esti-
mates of biological productivity); SAR and
multispectral visible/infrared imager, such as
the AVHRR, the Thematic Mapper on
Landsat, and the HIRIS aboard EOS (to map
vegetation types and permafrost extent). The
principal need here is for early launch of an
ocean-color imager.
4.2.2 Ancillary Measurements
Sediment traps in the ocean (to mea-
sure the flux of biological detritus); field
investigation of the annual cycle of biological
activity, uptake of carbon-dioxide and other
greenhouse gases in high-latitude waters, and
the processes that govern the balance between
carbon-dioxide absorption/release and meth-
ane production in Arctic wetlands. Much of
this work is already underway, or is in the
planning stage.
4.3 The response of the polar regions to
climate change
The principal changes likely to occur at
high latitudes, that are detectable from space,
are in the sea-ice cover, seasonal snow, surface
temperatures, ocean productivity, permafrost
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extentandits associatedvegetationmix, and
in theextentandthicknessof theterrestrialice
sheetsandglaciers. Themajorcomponentsof
ice-sheetmassbalancethatcanpotentiallybe
measuredfrom spacearesnowaccumulation,
surfacemelting,icemotion,andchangesin ice
volume. Of these,measurementof changesin
icevolumeis adirectindicationof themass
balanceandis theobjectivewith highest
priority. However,theothermeasurements
areimportantin thattheyprovideinsight into
theprocessesaffectingthemassbalance,and
this insightwill beneededif weareto as-
semblemodelsthatrealisticallypredictthe
ice-sheetcontributionto sea-levelchangein a
warmerworld.
Manyof thechangesanticipatedat
higher-latitudeswouldbedetectablefrom long
timeseriesof passive-microwave,SAR,radar
andlaseraltimetry,thermal-infrared,ocean-
color, andvisible/infraredimages.Apart from
thelaser-altimetrydata,thenecessarymea-
surementswill bemadealmostcontinuously
over thenext tenyearsby a seriesof approved
satellitemissions,andthemajorrequirementis
for datasystemsto convertthesemeasure-
mentsintoappropriatetime series.
4.3.1 Required Sensors
Preparations are well underway to
make use of passive-microwave and SAR data
to monitor sea ice and seasonal snow; research
has begun into the use of thermal-infrared data
to derive ice-surface temperatures; but there is
a need for a systematic effort to use satellite
data to monitor Arctic vegetation and regions of
permafrost.
For measurement of the mass balance of
the polar ice sheets, required sensors include:
radar altimeter (to measure changes in surface
elevation over the smoother, near-horizontal
portions of the ice sheets); laser altimeter (to
measure elevation changes over the rest of the ice
sheets); SAR and Landsat (to measure changes in
ice-sheet areal extent, and ice velocity on large ice
streams and glaciers); SAR, passive microwave,
and thermal infrared (to map regions of summer
melting); laser ranger (to measure ice-surface
strain rates and, with the laser altimeter, snow-
accumulation rates). Apart from the laser instru-
ments, all these sensors will be available during
most of the next decade, with appropriate data
systems either already in existence or under
development. The lack of a satellite laser altim-
eter until the turn of the century will seriously
delay full assessment of the ice-sheet contribution
to sea-level rise. Consequently, we strongly
recommend the use of an airborne laser altimeter,
together with GPS navigation, to make an early
start on measuring the mass balance of individual
ice streams and glaciers (Figure 33).
4.3.2 Ancillary Measurements
The major need is for intensive investigation of
specific processes associated with potential
changes, such as ocean/ice/atmosphere energy and
mass fluxes; carbon-dioxide and methane ex-
change between the atmosphere and the ocean/
land; and snow accumulation and ice discharge/
ablation from the terrestrial ice sheets. Some of
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Figure 33. Detection of changes in glacier thickness by laser altimetry. This artist's impression shows how a scanning
laser could be used to measure repeat surface profiles of a glacier, with the airplane navigated, using real-time GPS data,
to within less than 100 meters of a previous flight path. [Provided by W. Krabin, NASA Wallops Flight Facility.]
these are currently under investigation by projects
supported by a number of agencies; others will
benefit from the data sets identified above.
4.4 Modeling
The long-term objective of the program
summarized above is to put us in a position to
predict the likely response of the polar regions to
climate change. A set of models will be needed:
incorporating what we understand about relevant
processes; initiated and validated by what we learn
about relevant boundary conditions and current
behavior; and driven by changes in those
boundary conditions associated with antici-
pated climate scenarios. In addition, models
will be needed to help interpret the remotely-
sensed data in terms of desired geophysical
parameters.
There will be an increasing need for
modelling at all stages in the interpretation of
remotely-sensed data, particularly to provide
estimates of parameters that cannot directly be
measured. For instance, although sea-ice
thickness cannot yet be measured from space,
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synopticpassive-microwave,thermal-infrared,
andSARmeasurements,togetherwith esti-
matesof wind speedfrom eitherthe laserwind
sounderor buoypressuremeasurements,
permit aKalman-filter typemodelin which
thesatellitedataandaphysicalmodel"con-
verse"to yield estimatesof parametersuchas
ice thickness,heatandmassfluxesbetween
theoceanandatmosphere,andratesof brine
injectioninto theocean.
Thereis alsoaclearneedfor morerealistic
incorporationwithin globalclimatemodelsof high-
latitudeprocesses,particularlythoseinvolving sea
ice. Thiswill requireacollaborativeeffort by
oceanographers,atmosphericscientists,andsea-ice
specialists.Satellitedatawill beusedbothto
initiate,andto testtheperformanceof resulting
models,andto constrainmodelsusedfor opera-
tional forecasting.
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5. Summary and Recommendations
5.1 The Sensors
(Geosat, ERS-1 and 2, and EOS) and from
SARs (ERS-1 and 2, JERS-1, Radarsat, and
EOS).
Most of the sensors needed for polar re-
search either exist now, or are firmly planned for
the near future (Figures 3 and 34). Some of them,
such as those aboard the NOAA and Defense
Department weather satellites, are for operational
purposes, and offer the promise of indefinite time
series of observations. High-resolution visible
sensors, such as Landsat and SPOT, are also likely
to continue indefinitely. In addition, almost con-
tinuous data will be available from radar altimeters
With the demise of the CZCS on Nim-
bus-7, there has been a hiatus in the acquisition
of ocean-color data. Early launch of NASA's
SeaWiFS, together with the Japanese OCTS,
will help fill the gap until the availability of
ocean color data from MODIS aboard LOS.
A major omission, over the next ten
years, will be a satellite laser altimeter, and
there is a clear need for an airborne program of
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Figure 34. Satellite sensors with high-latitude coverage that will operate during the 1990s.
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laseraltimetryduring thisperiod. For sea-ice
observations,weultimatelyneedalarge-swath
SARcapableof routinely imagingglobalsea-
icecoveratintervalsof just afew days,and
Radarsathasthecapabilityto satisfythis
requirement.
At present,thereis nosensorcapableof
measuringwindsover ice. TheLaserAtmo-
sphericWind Sounder(LAWS) proposedfor
EOSwill provide this information,but it will
notbe flown until theturnof thecentury. In
the interim,we will bedependentonweather
stationsandbuoysto measurewindsand/or
surfacepressure(from which geostrophic
windscanbecalculated).Consequently,it is
extremelyimportantatleastto maintain,and
preferablyto enhance,thenetworkof data
buoyson theArctic andAntarctic sea ice, and
to establish additional remote weather stations
at key locations, particularly in Antarctica.
5.2 The Data
Satellite data are fast becoming ac-
cepted as an essential requirement for most
sea-ice and polar-ocean research but, despite
the existence of many appropriate data sets,
very little ice-sheet research has been at-
tempted using these data. One reason for this
is undoubtedly the difficulty of access to these
data by traditional glaciologists, partly because
the data were not in a user-friendly form, partly
because glaciologists have assumed that the
remote-sensing specialists would do all the
analysis, and partly because of a natural ten-
dency to "stick to the old ways". Conse-
quently, a very small group of specialists, often
with little glaciological understanding, have been
left with the job of analyzing all these data. Inevi-
tably, progress has been slow, and much time has
been devoted to converting the satellite data into
user-friendly estimates of geophysical parameters
that the lay researcher can understand and use.
Much of this preparatory work is now done
and systems are in place, for instance, to convert
altimetry data into ice-sheet elevations and to
present these in both profile form and as a gridded
data set. A stage has been reached when it is
imperative for these data to be used as just another
source of information by the research community.
The availability of satellite data represents a
quantum leap in our ability to investigate the polar
regions, and a new breed of investigators is needed
with the ability and the willingness to make use of
them.
5.3 Algorithms
Algorithm development is a continuing
process, particularly for imaging instruments that
provide information at several spectral bands.
However, it is important to strike a balance be-
tween research with the goal of improving the
algorithms, and research that applies the satellite
measurements and derived products to some
investigation of, for instance, climate or the
oceans. Early in the development of any new
technique, a heavy investment must be made in the
understanding of what information is contained in
the measured signal, and in developing algorithms
for extracting that information. In the past, this
work has generally been done by groups of remote-
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sensingspecialistswhohavenot alwaysbeenwell-
linked to thebroaderresearchcommunitiesthat,
potentially,havemostto gainfrom thesatellite
data. Experiencehasshownthatthebestway to
forgethoselinks, andto elicit rapidassessmentof
thevalueof derivedproducts,is to releasedata
productspromptly to asmanyresearchersas
possible.Moreover,thehands-onexperience,
possessedby manyof thoseresearchers,of the
parametersbeingderivedby thealgorithmsis a
necessarycomplemento theremote-sensing
expertiseof thealgorithmdevelopers.
Fortunately,thedevelopmentof optical
discsfor thestorageandeasyaccessof largedata
setshasmadeit possiblefor anyscientisto work
with almostany typeof satelliteinformation,and
thisdevelopmenthasattractedmanymoreinvesti-
gatorsto makeuseof thesedatafor theirresearch.
5.4 Calibration and Validation
Calibration of satellite sensors provides
error estimates for the basic measurements made
by the sensors, and hence estimates of instrument-
induced errors in the derived parameters. Of
particular importance to the Global Change pro-
gram is the relative calibration of similar instru-
ments from which long time series of data are
compiled. Experience has shown that satellite data
are ultimately applied to a host of applications for
which they were not originally designed, and
instrument calibration is frequently the factor
which limits the extent of these applications. Thus,
attempts have been made to extract climate trends
from, for instance, sea-surface temperatures de-
rived from weather-satellite data, but if there is a
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climate signal it is probably less than the errors
due to calibration. Nevertheless, the calibration
of these satellites was perfectly adequate for
their original purpose. Consequently, precise
calibration has become a first priority for future
sensors, with provision for continuous monitor-
ing during the life of the instrument.
Validation of derived estimates of
geophysical parameters can be extremely
difficult. Satellite instruments record phenom-
ena over time and space scales that are very
different from those detected by other instru-
ments. Measurements refer to a very short time
interval and, for most sensors, quite a large
area. For instance, estimates of sea-ice concen-
tration derived from passive-microwave data
refer to conditions instantaneously averaged
over hundreds of square kilometers. In many
cases, only airborne sensors can acquire compa-
rable information, and they in turn must be
validated against very localized surface mea-
surements. Similarly, satellite estimates of
ocean winds are instantaneous averages for
large areas of the ocean, whereas surface
measurements are taken at one location and
averaged over significant time intervals. Con-
sequently, it is important to establish a suite of
appropriate aircraft sensors for use in validation
campaigns, particularly in the polar regions.
Because of their greater spatial resolution, these
instruments can generally be easily validated
against surface observations. Appendix II
provides a brief listing of some of the airborne
sensors currently available.
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5.5 Data Systems
For many years satellite data were
virtually inaccessible to scientists not directly
involved in the satellite program. Data storage
was cumbersome; data formats were ill-de-
scribed; information about the data was, at
best, poorly documented; competing algo-
rithms were hotly contested amongst the
satellite cognoscenti; and data systems, where
they existed, were little better than leaky
warehouses. The decade of the eighties has
seen a growing awareness of these problems,
and several attempts to address them have been
made in the form of Pilot Data Systems.
These systems have explored different hard-
ware and software options for processing and
distributing data. Early attempts focussed on
systems that would provide any investigator
with instant electronic access to multiple data
sets via a large, central computer that would be
available also for data manipulation, overlay-
ing, image analysis, etc. More recently, the
ability to store large amounts of data in an
easily accessible form on optical disc and the
availability of low-cost powerful desk-top
computers have shifted the focus to broad
distribution of well-defined data sets, with the
software necessary to read and manipulate the
data. Not only is this approach less costly, it
appears to be receiving wide approval from
users.
The need for continued improvement of
data systems is well recognized by all the
relevant funding agencies, particularly in view
of the massive increase in satellite data anticipated
over the next decade.
Successful archival and distribution of data
from many different instruments will probably
require a number of different data systems, each
specializing in specific instruments, with require-
ments driven by the prime applications of that
instrument. However, there will be an increasing
demand from individual investigators and groups
of collaborators, for data from several instruments
overlaid onto their region of interest. Conse-
quently, there must be close communication
between the various data systems, during both their
development and implementation phases, to ensure
compatibility of data format, data-gridding proce-
dures, and map projections.
5.6 Recommendations
. Develop the capability to use passive-micro-
wave, SAR, infrared, and atmospheric-
sounding data from satellites to calculate
values for the fluxes of energy, water, and
salt at the polar ocean/ice/atmosphere inter-
faces.
This will require the development of data
systems to bring together and appropriately process
all the various satelIite data, and the development
and testing of models, driven by the satellite and in
situ data sets, to derive estimates of the various
fluxes. Our objective should be to complete this
development during the lifetime of ERS- 1, with the
goal of implementing an "operational" system
during the lifetime of Radarsat (after 1994). It will
also be important to maintain, and preferably to
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enhance,thenetworkof databuoysonandbeneath
theArctic andAntarctic sea ice, and to establish
additional remote weather stations at key locations,
particularly in the Antarctic.
. Establish a SAR receiving station at, or close
to, McMurdo Station, Antarctica prior to
1995, when Radarsat is scheduled for
launch.
Regular SAR coverage will be needed to
satisfy the previous recommendation, and Radarsat
will provide our first opportunity to collect ap-
proximately weekly coverage of all ice-covered
waters in both hemispheres, but only if these
waters are included within the acquisition masks of
SAR receiving stations. Figure 25 clearly indicates
the need for a station at McMurdo.
. Develop an effective aircraft remote-sensing
program that complements satellite and
surface measurements, and bridges gaps
between present and planned satellite mis-
sions.
Specific requirements include:
(i) A high priority for an integrated aircraft
program is the routine collection of
radio-echo-sounding measurements of ice
thickness. This measuring capability has
been well demonstrated, but many of the
earlier surveys were flown with inaccu-
rate navigation systems, and the avail-
ability of aircraft navigation by the
Global Positioning System of satellites
(GPS) offers major opportunities for
highly accurate surveys. Such surveys
will yield maximum benefit if several
sensors are routinely flown together.
(ii)
(iii)
Airborne laser-altimeter surveys of
key ice-sheet regions, using both a
scanning laser and a nadir-looking
laser in conjunction with GPS naviga-
tion. Such a program could be
applied to localized regions of par-
ticular interest, pending availability
at the turn of the century of satellite
laser data from GLRS aboard EOS
which will provide the global areal
coverage required to quantify the ice-
sheet contribution to sea-level rise.
Other instruments that could usefully
fly on the same aircraft include a
radar altimeter, a radio-echo sounder
to measure ice thickness, a gravity
meter, a magnetometer, a large-
format camera, a video camera, and
a thermal-infrared and a microwave
radiometer.
Multifrequency, multipolarization
SAR data should be collected over
polar ice and land surfaces to pre-
pare for the upcoming series of
satellite SAR missions.
4. Provide adequate, readily accessible, and
user-friendly data systems.
Data archival and distribution are not
glamorous tasks, and yet they require active
involvement from the research community to
ensure that research applications are well
served and that products have adequate quality
control. Such service deserves greater
acknowledgement and reward than it has
received in the past. For example, we should
consider ways in which individuals and groups
responsible for data systems can be adequately
referenced and acknowledged in research
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publications,andacademicinstitutionsshould
takefull accountof dataservicesin tenureand
salarydecisions.
Requirementsof adatasysteminclude:
(i) Catalogues that provide users with a
rapid, brief, and current summary of
what data are available from this and
other data centers, and how they can
be obtained.
(ii) Formats, gridding systems, map
projections, etc that allow for easy
overlay of multiple sets of different
types of data acquired from different
data centers.
(iii) Well-documented algorithms, user
guides, etc that help the user gain
access to the data and to understand
their heritage and limitations.
(iv) The research community must be
willing and able to make use of
satellite remote sensing data to
address major research issues.
This last may be our most urgent
requirement. In the past, there has been insuf-
ficient communication between the remote-
sensing community and the researchers who
are the potential users of the data. Many
remote-sensing specialists have regarded
remote sensing as an end in itself, and have
focussed on aspects of remote sensing that
have had little relevance to the needs of the
research investigators. At the same time, these
investigators have tended to regard remote
sensing as outside the domain of their research.
More recently, the two communities have
started to communicate more energetically, and
this process could be encouraged by:
more liberal funding policies towards
proposals to make novel use of existing
satellite data and data products for
addressing identified research problems;
an exchange program to encourage
investigators and their students to spend
some time working with a remote-sensing
group. Such programs exist within
NASA, but they should be extended to
make it easy for, say, a NSF-funded
investigator to spend time at a NASA
center.
B Global models of climate, of ocean circula-
tion, and of the carbon and hydrologic
cycles should take account of relevant
processes occurring at high latitudes.
This, perhaps, is the principal message in
the recent work of Stouffer et al., (1989), in which
they show that processes of heat transfer in the
Southern Ocean may significantly slow the rate of
greenhouse warming over Antarctica. Their work
represents an important beginning, but we still
have much to learn about these and other impor-
tant high-latitude processes, and it is highly likely
that more surprises await us as these processes are
incorporated into the models. This could be
facilitated by the establishment of modelling
projects that have as their initial focus the polar
regions rather than the mid latitudes. Essential
elements would include the modelling activity
itself, appropriate process studies to provide
intuition for model development, and remotely
sensed data to initialize and to validate the model.
=
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Information on Data Archives, What They Hold, and How to Access Them.
Passive-Microwave Data
All SSM/I data are available for both research and operational applications. NASA has established a
data system at the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), which is responsible for routine
processing, archival, and distribution of the data to the research community. Significant problems
have been encountered with the geolocation of the SSM/I data, with errors that appear to be caused
by a combination of ephemeris errors and a "wobble" in the spacecraft axis, and there is an urgent
need for a full assessment of just what is causing these errors. These problems delayed release of
gridded SSM/I data sets until January 1990, when NSIDC began to issue gridded microwave bright-
ness temperatures on compact optical discs (CDROM's). Similar products from the ESMR and
SMMR instruments are also available from the NSIDC, and CDROM's containing gridded estimates
of ice concentration and type derived from the SMMR and SSM/I data will be released in 1991. For
additional information, contact:
R.Weaver
NSIDC
Campus Box 449
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0449
There have been extensive validation exercises conducted by Navy and NASA investigators; results
from these are presented in "DMSP SSM/I calibration/validation" Volume I, coordinated by J.
Hollinger, Naval Research Laboratory, 1989; and "NASA DMSP SSM/I sea-ice validation program
- final report", edited by D. Cavalieri, NASA Technical Memorandum, In preparation.
AVHRR Data
AVHRR data are available in three forms:
High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) data, with spatial resolution at nadir of 1.1
kin, are transmitted continuously from the spacecraft, and can be received by suitably
equipped ground stations;
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Local Area Coverage (LAC) data are essentially the same as HRPT data, but are recorded on
request aboard the spacecraft over approximately 10% of the orbit; and
Global Area Coverage (GAC) data, at 4 km spatial resolution, are derived from the full
resolution data and recorded aboard the spacecraft for later transmission to ground stations,
to provide total coverage of the Earth.
Polar AVHRR data are available in hard copy form from the Joint Ice Center or in digital form from
NOAA archives. However, deterioration of tapes holding many of the older digital data may prevent
retrieval of some historical data.
AVHRR data from the Arctic are routinely received at the NOAA receiving station at Gilmore
Creek, near Fairbanks, Alaska. This station receives HRPT, LAC and GAC data, and retransmits
them to the NOAA central archive where the LAC and GAC data are routinely archived on magnetic
tape, along with some small percentage of the HRPT data. The GeoData Center at the Geophysical
Institute of the University of Alaska at Fairbanks receives fax hardcopy prints of HRPT data ac-
quired at Gilmore Creek from the National Weather Service, and archives approximately 2 - 3 passes
per day (out of 12 - 14 total). In addition, since the summer of 1989, the GeoData Center has been
routinely archiving a small subset of the HRPT coverage as digital data sets on tape. At present, The
GeoData Center holds approximately 14,000 hard-copy AVHRR scenes on film or fax, and some
300 scenes on digital data. For more information, contact:
T. George
GeoData Center
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-0800.
Full-resolution HRPT data acquired at receiving stations at Palmer and McMurdo, Antarctica are
archived at the Antarctic Remote Sensing Facility (ARSF) at Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
Data from only a selection of satellite passes are received. A data-processing and image-analysis
system is available at McMurdo, primarily for operational applications, with an identical system at
Scripps. These systems are designed to process and display a variety of geophysical data from the
sensors aboard the NOAA and DMSP spacecraft. For more information, contact:
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R.Whritner
AntarcticRemoteSensingFacility
OceanResearchDivision, A-014
ScrippsInstituteof Oceanography
La Jolla,California92093
OLS Data
TheglobalOLSdataset,acquiredsince1973,is archivedin hard-copyform attheNationalSnow
andIceDataCenter.Digital OLSdata,whichhavenothithertobeenpreserved,mayalsobe
archivedin thefuturebyNSIDC. Real-timeOLSandSSMBdatafrom overflyingDMSP spacecraft
arealsoacquiredatthePalmerandMcMurdoreceivingstationsin Antarctica.For additionalinfor-
mation,contact:
R. Weaver
NSIDC
CampusBox 449
Universityof Colorado
Boulder,Colorado80309-0449
or
R. Whritner
Antarctic Remote Sensing Facility
Ocean Research Division, A-014
Scripps Institute of Oceanography
La Jolla, California 92093
Ocean Color Data
The central archive and distribution facility responsible for providing access to the entire CZCS data
set is the National Space Science and Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA/GSFC. A detailed description
of the data sets available to users and a list of regional browse, distribution, and analysis centers for
higher level CZCS products is given in Feldman et al, (EOS, Vol. 70, No. 23, June 6, 1989). Digital
products range from Level 1 (calibrated radiances for all six CZCS channels, at full spatial resolu-
tion, with Earth location information) to Level 3 (six derived products, including phytoplankton
pigment concentrations, gridded at approximately 20-km resolution, at a variety of time intervals).
There are no routine film or hard-copy products.
To facilitate user selection of images and data requests, an analog optical-disc browse and data-order
capability has been developed, which allows the user to scan rapidly through the 4-kin resolution
browse images, select specific scenes, and generate an order for digital products with the option of
submitting the order by electronic mail. For additional information, contact:
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G. Feldman
Code636.0
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlight Center
Greenbelt,Maryland20771
High-Resolution Visible Images
There is extensive Landsat coverage of high northern latitudes, particularly Alaska, where data are
received and hard copies are archived locally by the GeoData Center at the University of Alaska in
Fairbanks (see above for mailing address).
The vast majority (more than 10000) of Antarctic images were acquired in 1972-1974 in connection
with a Landsat research project. Hard copies (positive prints and/or negative film) of each of these
images (in all 4 MSS channels) are stored at the US SCAR (Scientific Committee for Antarctic
Research) Library, in Reston, Virginia. A detailed examination indicated that more than half of
these have less than 10% clouds, providing coverage of 70% of overflown parts of Antarctica - or
about 55% of the entire continent. Many areas were successfully imaged on several occasions.
Unfortunately, most of the digital data have been lost because of deterioration of the magnetic tapes,
and only about 250 images are now available in digital form on computer compatible tapes (CCT's);
most of these are in the SCAR library.
Few additional Antarctic images were acquired between 1974 and 1983, but since 1983 about 3700
scenes have been acquired by Landsats 4 and 5. Most of these are from West Antarctica, the
Filchner/Ronne ice shelf and Coates Land, and nearly all are TM scenes. The SCAR Library holds
negatives of the MSS scenes, but there are very few positives, and even fewer CCT's. First esti-
mates of cloud cover indicate that less than 30% of the Landsat 4 and 5 images contain much useful
information.
There are now several SPOT images of the polar regions, and the extensive Antarctic coverage by
the Russian Soyuzkarta missions is available for purchase. Currently, there is underway a concerted
international effort to acquire additional Antarctic images, partly to fill gaps in the existing coverage,
and partly for the detection of change. In the US, this effort is sponsored by the USGS and NASA,
and they are stored at the SCAR Library. Taken along with data from the earlier missions, this
collection represents almost total cloud-free coverage of overflown parts of Antarctica, with repeat
coverage of more than half the region. For more information, contact:
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J.Ferrigno
USGeologicalSurvey
927NationalCenter
Reston,Virginia 22092
In 1985, the Landsat program was commercialised under the Earth Observing Satellite Company
(Eosat). There are no restrictions on application of the Antarctic Landsat 1, 2 and 3 data held by the
SCAR Library. Most of the scenes held by the SCAR Library from later missions are in hard-copy
form, but this ensures that Eosat has digital data for these images available for purchase. Costs for
Landsat, SPOT, and Soyuzkarta images are summarized in the Table (from Ferrigno and Molnia,
1989).
Comparison of sensor resolution, area of coverage, and cost of Landsat, Soyuzkarta, and SPOT data.
Resolution Approximate Least Cost per Cost per
area of scene expensive square COTs square
Spacecraft Sensor (in meters) (in square kilometers) photo product kilometer kilometer
Landsat
Soyuzkada
SPOT
TM 30 32,400 $ 700 (new) $0.0216 $3,600 $0.111
TM 30 32,400 $ 300 (archival) $0.0093
MSS 80 32,400 $ 300 (new) $0.0093 $ 660 $0.0204
$ 90 (archival) $0.0028
KFA-1000 6 3,600 $ 777 (1988) $0.2158
Panchromatic
KATE-200 20 32,400 $ 610 (1988) $0.0188
Multispectral
$2,200
Panchromatic 10 3,600 $1,500 $0.4167 $0.611
Multispectral 20 3,600 $1,300 $0.3611 $1,700 $0.4722
SAR Data
SAR data from ERS-1, JERS-1, and Radarsat acquired within a radius of approximately 3000 km of
Fairbanks, Alaska will be received at the Alaska SAR Facility (ASF), processed to full-resolution
(30 m) imagery, and archived within the Archive and Operations System (AOS) of the ASF. A
subset of the images obtained will be passed in near-real time to the Navy/NOAA Joint Ice Center,
to assist with the production of ice forecasts. A lower-resolution (240 m) product will also be
produced, and these images will be issued routinely on CD/ROMs to approved investigators. The
precise definition of an "approved" investigator depends on the details of the Memorandum Of
Understanding defining NASA access to data from the relevant mission. For ERS-1, access will be
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provided to investigators approved by ESA following an Announcement of Opportunity that was
issued in 1985, and to investigators approved by NASA.
Full-resolution images, custom-processed products, and derived parameters from the Geophysical
Processing System will also be available from the AOS, and it will be possible for investigators to
make advance requests for SAR coverage of specific locations at desired times. These requests will
be prioritized and collated by the ASF Project Scientist, and relayed to the relevant Mission Planning
Office. Products that will be available from the ASF are summarized in the Table.
ASF Data Products for ERS-1
Product Tvoe
Standard Products:
Computer Compatible
Signal Data
Complex Image Data
Distribution Media
CCT, DOD
CCT, DOD
Full-Resolution Images CCT, DOD, Film
Low-Resolution Images CCT, DOD, Film
Geo-Coded Products:
Geo-Coded Full Res. CCT, DOD, Film
CCT, DOD, Film
CCT, DOD
CCT, DOD
CCT, DOD
CCT, DOD
Geo-Coded Low Res.
Geophysical Products:
Ice Motion Vectors
lee Type Classification
Ice Type Fraction
Wave Product
Other Geophysical Products CCT, DOD
CCT:
DOD:
Computer Compatible Tape
5.25" Oigital Optical Disks
Bill
Data Characteristics
12 second segment
8 m pixel spacing
30 x 50 km area
10 m resolution
12.5 m pixel spacing
30 m resolution
80 x 100 km
100 m pixel spacing
240 m resolution
80 x 100 km area
12.5 m plxel spacing
30 m resolution
80 x 100 km area
100 m plxel spacing
240 m resolution
80 x 100 km area
ice Displacement Vectors
5 km grid
100 km x 100 km (nominal)
Ice Type Image
100 m pixels
100 km x 100 km (nominal)
Fraction of Ice Classes
5 km grid
100 km x 100 km (nominal)
Wave Direction & Wavelength
6 km x 6 km subsections
From FulI-Res image
TBD
Film: 8" x 10" Format
TBD: To Be Determined
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Additional information can be obtained from:
G. Weller
Alaska SAR Facility
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-0800.
Access to ERS-1 SAR data from outside the ASF mask will be restricted to ESA-approved investi-
gators and to those who wish to purchase the data.
Both JERS-1 and Radarsat will store SAR data aboard the spacecraft. Some of these images will be
dumped to the ASF, and it is anticipated that NASA-approved investigators will have access to a
subset of these data, which could be acquired from almost any location.
Radar-Altimetry Data
Seasat and Geosat radar altimetry data over Greenland and Antarctica have been analysed to provide
estimates of ice-surface elevations. The Seasat results for Greenland have been published as an atlas
(Bindschadler et al., 1989) with a listing of the gridded elevation measurements derived from the
radar-altimetry data. These measurements, together with similar estimates from Antarctica and
gridded elevations from Geosat, can be obtained from NSIDC. For further information, contact:
R. Weaver
NSIDC
Campus Box 449
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0449
The raw altimetry data, including waveforms, and derived estimates of ice-surface elevations along
the orbit tracks, can be obtained from:
H.J. Zwally
Code 971.1
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
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Appendix II
Airborne Remote-Sensing Instruments
that Complement the Satellite Sensors.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
Airborne multi-frequency, polarimetric SARs are operated by NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) and the Naval Air Development Center (NADC), and the Canadian Center for Remote Sensing
(CCRS) has a multi-frequency, polarised SAR. Data from a polarimetric SAR can be used to
reproduce the SAR image for any combination of transmitted and received polarisations, whereas the
CCRS instrument can acquire images with only a limited set of transmit/receive combinations.
Polarimetric data contain maximum information about surface characteristics, and they represent a
powerful validation tool. Moreover, they provide strong guidelines for the design of future satellite
sensors.
=.
JPL SAR Characteristics
C-Band L-Band P-Band
Wavelength (cm) 5.66
Antenna Size (inches) 55 x 6.5
Bandwidth (MHz) 20 or 40
Look Angle (deg) 0 - 70
Swath Width (Km) 16
24.02 68.38
63 x 18 72 x 36
20 or 40 20 or 40
0 - 70 0 - 70
16 16
Polarization (all bands)
Aircraft Altitude
Horizontal and Vertical
30,000 (ft)
An important issue that must be resolved before airborne SAR data can be used by a broad spectrum
of investigators is the cost of data acquisition and processing. This is particularly applicable to
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polarinvestigations,manyof which require a large areal coverage. Data processing should be
sufficiently flexible to satisfy the needs of investigators, some of whom require the highest resolu-
tion over small areas whilst others would prefer a lower resolution over large areas.
For additional information, contact:
J. Crawford
Mail Code 300-323
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
Microwave Radiometers
The higher spatial resolution possible with an aircraft radiometer permits quite detailed discrimina-
tion of different types of surface, particularly when the instrument is used in unison with a SAR.
Moreover, the low data rate makes data processing comparatively straightforward. At present, the
Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory (NOARL) KA band Radiometer
Mapping Sensor (KRMS) can be used for this purpose. This is a scanning radiometer, operating at
33.6 GHz, with a swath width approximately 2.5 times the aircraft ground clearance, and spatial
resolution at nadir of 0.15 times the ground clearance. This instrument should be upgraded to
provide digital data, and possibly an additional frequency.
For additional information, contact:
D. Eppler
Polar Oceanography Branch
NOARL
72 Lyme Road
Hanover, NH 03755-1290
Data from the SSM/I are acquired at an incidence angle of 53 °, and comparable aircraft measure-
ments are obtained with the Aircraft Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (AMMR) viewing the
surface at a similar incidence angle in the same range of microwave frequencies as those on the
SSM/I.
For additional information, contact:
D. Cavalieri
Code 971
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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Radar Altimeter
Radar altimeters are routinely used to measure aircraft ground clearance. More elaborate instru-
ments, with extremely high precision, have been developed for a variety of applications. In particu-
lar, a pulse-compression radar, similar to those aboard Seasat and Geosat, is being modified at the
University of Massachusetts for use over ice in conjunction with other senors, such as the laser
altimeter and radio-echo sounder.
For more information contact:
C. Swift
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
z
L
Topographic Profiling Airborne Laser Altimeter
A compact, airbome laser altimeter has been developed by NASA for topographic profiling studies
of land surfaces. With this device, laser-altimeter measurements are typically acquired along the
nadir track of the aircraft and consist of laser pulse time-of-flight data at pulse rates up to 50 Hz.
For aircraft installation, the compact laser altimeter transmitter and receiver are mounted together
over an aircraft nadir port. Both transmitter and receiver are contained within a cylindrical volume
of 0.4 m diameter and 0.5 m in length that weighs 50 kg. The aluminum frame also serves as a
reference mechanical mount for a 12-bit roll & pitch gyro package and vertical accelerometer. Data
from these auxiliary devices are used to characterize laser-altimeter pointing attitude and vertical
motion of the aircraft. The data system is contained within a standard electrical equipment rack 0.5
m wide, 0.6 m deep, and 1 m high that weighs 120 kg.
Laser-altimeter-data acquisition is possible, under clear atmospheric conditions, from approximately
150 m to 12.5 km altitude. The laser divergence slightly overfills the receiver field-of-view of 2.5
mrad. Thus, the laser footprint on the surface is 2.5 m diameter per kilometer of altitude. At an
aircraft speed of 100 m/sec, the 50 Hz ranging rate of the laser altimeter will produce continuous
data at altitudes of 800 m or above. Single-pulse timing precision is 1 nsec and can be upgraded to
156 psec, or 2 cm in range.
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For moreinformation,contact:
J.Bufton
Code970
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt,MD 20771
Airborne Oceanographic Lidar
The NASA Airborne Oceanographic Lidar (AOL) can be operated in either of two modes. In the
temporal mode, the sensor resolves the timing of the reflected laser pulse in 0.7 nsec channels over
a period of 250 nsec. In the fluorosensing mode, laser stimulated fluorescence from water, ice, or
ground targets is spectrally resolved between 380 nm and 740 nm in 32 contiguous channels of
11.25 nm width. In either mode, the AOL also functions as a high precision laser altimeter measur-
ing the range between the sensor and the overflown surface. This range-measurement capability
permits the AOL to conduct airborne surveys of topographic surfaces including water and ice.
Temporal mode applications that have been successfully demonstrated include glacier topography,
tree height determination, and surveying topography through forest-covered areas. Ongoing engi-
neering modifications to the sensor design will allow the depth resolution of oceanic scattering
layers. In the fluorosensing mode, the AOL has demonstrated that surface-layer chlorophyll can be
measured with an airborne laser fluorosensing system. The AOL has supported a number of major
oceanographic experiments in this mode of operation. Fluorosensing applications also include the
measurement of phycoerythrin (an auxiliary photopigment of marine phytoplankton), oil film thick-
ness, fluorescence conversion efficiency, and dissolved organic matter fluorescence.
Various laser transmitters are used with the AOL. High power (10 millijoules per pulse), low pulse
repetition rate (10 pulses per second) lasers are used for fluorosensing applications. A low power
(approximate 1 millijoules per pulse), high pulse repetition rate (up to 500 pulses per second) laser is
used for topographic surveys. The AOL is equipped with a mirror assembly which can be set to
provide 0, 5, 10, or 15 degree off-nadir angle profiles, the mirror is mounted-off axis and can be
spun at 5 Hz to produce a conical scan at any of the above off-nadir angles.
The gross weight of the instrument is 1,100 pounds. However, the weight of the sensor varies
somewhat depending on the laser transmitter and associated cooling requirements. When operated
in a scanning mode at a 15 degree off-nadir angle the AOL produces a scan swath equal to approxi-
mately 50% of the aircraft altitude. The present configuration of the AOL is unique to the NASA P-
3A aircraft. However, modifications that would allow the deployment of the sensor on longer-range
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Theoperatingaltitudeof theAOL is effectively400m or lesswith thepresentlasertransmitters.
Therangeof thepresentNASA P-3A aircraftis -1,400 milesfor low-altitudesurveyapplications
and1,800milesfor high-altitudetransitto the investigationsite. NASA hasrecentlyacquireda
P-3Baircraft,whichwouldprovidecoverageover -2,700 milesfor low-altitudesurveyapplications
and3,600milesfor high-altitudetransit.
For moreinformation,contact:
F.Hoge
NASA/WallopsFlight Facility
WallopsIsland,VA 23337
Ocean Color Sensor
The Ocean Data Acquisition System (ODAS) is an aircraft-borne/ocean-color system consisting of
three radiometers with 15 nm bandwidths centered on wavelengths of 460, 490, and 520 nm, and a
data acquisition and transmission package. It is generally flown at an altitude of 150-300 meters,
giving spatial resolution of 5-50 m at a ground speed of 100 knots (-50 m/s), and operates as a line-
of-flight (not scanning) instrument. Data from the radiometers are recorded on a mass-storage
device linked to a PC aboard the aircraft, and can also be transmitted via radio Modem to a land- or
ship-based PC data-acquisition system. Two algorithms have been used to convert the ODAS data
to estimates of chlorophyll concentration. Navigational data (Loran-C) and data from a temperature
sensor (PRT-5) and a broad-band sky sensor (400-700 nm) are stored together with radiances from
the radiometers. The sampling interval is 0.1 sec, except for the Loran-C which updates at approxi-
mately 8 sec intervals. A typical file includes a record of 2 to 15 min duration corresponding to an
individual flight line.
For more information, contact:
W. Esaias
Code 971
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Radio-Echo Sounding
Most earth science investigations over the ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland require knowledge
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of ice thicknessobtainedfrom airbomesurveysusingan ice-penetratingradar. Informationgleaned
from thesesurveysincludesboth iceandbedrockelevation,aswell asthestructureof the icesheet
(e.g.,internallayersanddistributionof crevasses)andtheelectromagneticpropertiesat the ice/rock
interface.At present,theUS capabilityincludesradarsrangingin frequencyfrom 50 to 150MHz
with peakpowerratingsrangingfrom 1,000to 10,000watts. Themostpowerfulof theseradars,a
10,000watt, 60MHz unit hasbeenunderutilizedfor mostof thelastdecadebecauseof theexpense
of operatingthefour-enginetransportaircraftwhichservedasits platform. New efforts to field this
radarin amoreefficient twin-engineaircraftarebeingundertakencooperativelyby OhioState
UniversityandtheUS GeologicalSurvey.Previously,theradarhasprovenitself capableof pen-
etratingto depthsof up to 4,500m in the"cold" iceof EastAntarctica;absorptionin thewarmerice
of WestAntarcticalimits its penetrationdepthto about3,500m. Efforts to usetheside-looking
characteristicsof thisradarto imagethesubglacialbedrockarealsojust beginning.
Becauseairborneice-penetratingradarhasbeenandwill continueto bethefoundationfor many
earthscienceactivitieson theice sheets,it shouldbe includedaspartof anycomprehensiveairborne
investigationsover theseicesheets.Thecooperativeeffort by OhioStateUniversity andtheUSGS
to re-establishaUS capabilityto soundthethickestportionsof thepolar icesheetsrepresentsa step
towardincluding ice-penetratingradaraspartof anycomprehensiveairborneexperimentalplatform.
For moreinformation,contact:
D. Blankenship
Byrd PolarResearchCenter
OhioStateUniversity
125SouthOvalMall
Columbus,OH 43210
Airborne Gravity Measurements
The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has developed a prototype airborne gravity measurement
system. The core of the system is a LaCoste and Romberg air-sea gravity meter mounted on a three-
axis stable platform. Corrections to the gravimeter data for altitude and variations in altitude are
determined from a combination of highly precise radar and pressure altimeters. The original proto-
type system was designed for use over oceanic areas. Pressure measurements are also made to
extend use of the airborne system to terrestrial regions where occasional radar altitudes over points
of known topographic height can be obtained. The radar heights are used to relate the pressure
altitudes to absolute altitudes and to determine the slopes of the isobaric surfaces. Vertical accelera-
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tionsdueto horizontalvelocityoveracurved,rotatingearth(E6tv6scorrection)andprecisetwo-
dimensionalpositionsaredeterminedfrom aTexasInstrumentP-codeGlobalPositioningSystem
Receiver.
TheupdatedsystemwastestedovereasternNorthCarolinaandtheOuterBanks,anareathat is
difficult to surveybyconventionalmeans.Overone-thirdof theregionconsistsof low-lying
swampyterrainandanotherone-thirdis theshallowwaterof thePamlicoandAlbemarleSounds.
Neitherthe landmethodnor theshipboardgravity surveyingmethodis well suitedfor thesetypesof
areas.Flying at analtitudeof 600m at 375km/hr, anareaover 10,000km2 with anominaltrack
spacingof 9 km by 9 km wascoveredin lessthan18hoursof flying time. A comparisonby the
DefenseMappingAgencyshoweda 2.8mGalrmsanda0.2mGalmeandifferencebetweenground
truth dataandtheairbornedataat grid pointswhenbothdatasetswereinterpolatedto a common
9-kin grid.
Formoreinformation,contact:
J.M. Brozena
NavalResearchLaboratory
Code5110
Departmentof theNavy
Washington,DC 20375
Global Positioning System (GPS)
The Department of Defense (DoD) has developed and is implementing a world-wide, satellite-based
navigation and positioning system called the Global Positioning System. While the prime purpose is
to provide navigation information for the majority of the military's requirements via tracking a
coded signal, known as P-code, commercial and other non-military applications needing precise
navigation and positioning information can also benefit from the Clear/Acquisition (C/A) portion of
the signal structure. The performance of military P-code receivers is 10-15 meters for world-wide,
autonomous navigation. The C/A code receivers provide 25-30 meter information, except when the
DoD purposely degrades the capability to the 100 meter level. As an augmentation to the original
intent of the GPS, a class of receivers has been developed in which the phase of the L-band carrier is
tracked to provide very precise pseudo-range measurements for a number of applications. In par-
ticular, government agencies such as the National Geodetic Survey and the Defense Mapping
Agency are now routinely using carrier-phase tracking GPS receivers for many surveying applica-
tions. More recently, this carrier-phase tracking technology has been extended to positioning mov-
ing vehicles relative to a fixed receiver, and is known as differential carrier phase tracking, or inter-
ferometric kinematic positioning. 84
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For thepastseveralyearsNASA, NOAA, andtheNavy havebeendevelopingtechniquesfor
airbomeGPSnavigationin connectionwith airbornegravimetryandairbornelaseraltimetry. Flight
testsinvolving laseraltimetersandGPSreceiversoperatedin adifferential-carrierphasemodehave
shownthat therelativeaccuracyof theGPScorrectedlaserrangingdatais at the 10-12cm level.
Analytical studiesindicatethatthereis apotentialfor extendingthiscapabilityto the5 cm leveland
perhapsbetter. Theseearliertestswereconductedwith singlefrequencyGPSreceiversoperated
overabaselineof lessthan100km. Sincemanysurveyapplicationsrequirebaselinesin excessof
100km, aseriesof field tests are underway using dual frequency GPS receivers to determine degra-
dation in relative positioning accuracy as a function of distance and to establish practical baseline
length limitations. Since the dual frequency data provides correction information for ionospheric
propagation errors, it is anticipated that a considerable improvement in the baseline operational
length will result from these flight tests. With this emerging capability and the appropriate laser and
radar sensors, a host of airborne remote sensing projects become feasible, including:
Monitoring of ice-volume changes in polar regions
Ocean and sea-ice surface roughness and topographic mapping
Comparison of laser and radar altimetry
Land topography
Airborne gravimetry.
For more information, contact:
W. Krabill
NASA/Wallops Flight Facility
Wallops Island, VA 23337
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Suggested Readings
Arctic Systems Science (ARCSS) Planning Documents: Ocean-Atmosphere-lce Interactions. 1990.
Joint Oceanographic Institutions Inc. and Land-Atmosphere-Ice Interactions. In preparation.
To be published by Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S. (ARCUS).
These documents summarize the recommendations made by two workshops which focussed on
key Arctic research initiatives related to Global Change.
Satellite remote sensing of polar regions: applications, limitations and data availability. R. Massom,
In press, Belhaven Press, London.
Provides extensive details on the full range of satellite sensors that overfly the polar regions.
SeaRISE: A multidisciplinary research initiative to predict rapid changes in global sea level caused
by collapse of marine ice sheets [Proceedings of a NSF/NASA workshop]. 1990. NASA
Conference Publication # 3075. 55 pp.
Describes a research initiative that addresses the coupled atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-litho-
sphere system with the goal of predicting the contribution of marine ice sheets to sea-level change
over the next decades to centuries.
Prospects and Concerns for Satellite Remote Sensing. Ad hoc Panel on Remote Sensing of Snow and
Ice, 1989. Polar Research Board. 44 pp.
This report assesses the remote sensing needs of the snow and ice community, examines the
specifications of future satellite systems, identifies those instruments and orbits that will meet
some of the needs, and examines issues relating to data processing and existing data bases for
snow and ice research.
Science Plan for the Alaska SAR Facility Program. 1989. JPL Publication 89-14. 87 pp.
Science objectives, opportunities, and requirements are discussed for the application of SAR data
at high latitudes to oceans, ice, and land research. A full description is provided of upcoming SAR
missions and of the Alaska SAR Facility (ASF) and data products that will be available from the
ASF.
The Role of Antarctica in Global Change. Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, 1989.
Cambridge, ICSU Press, on behalf of SCAR, illustrated. 28 pp.
This document sets out the ways in which Antarctic science and the Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research can contribute to the Intemational Geosphere-Biosphere Program now being
planned under the auspices of the Intemational Council of Scientific Unions. Four major,
interconnected, interdisciplinary research thrusts define the proposed Antarctic component of
the IGBP: detection of global change in Antarctica; study of critical processes linking Antarctica
to the global system; extraction ofpaleoenvironmental information; and assessment of ecological
effects.
Arctic Interactions: Recommendations for an Arctic component in the IGBP. UCAR Office for
Interdisciplinary Earth Studies, 1988. Report 01ES-4. 45 pp.
Identifies Arctic processes that have important global interactions, and aspects of the coupled
Earth system that can best be investigated in the Arctic.
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Physical Oceanography andTracer Chemistry of the Southern Ocean. Ad hoc Committee on Antarctic
Physical and Chemical Oceanography, 1988. Polar Research Board. 82 pp.
A "Strategy" series report that focuses on the circulation and mixing of the Southern Ocean. The
report recommends research on: the antarctic circumpolar current, sea-ice zone, subpolar gyres,
and continental margins.
Priorities in Arctic Marine Science. Ad hoc Committee on Arctic Marine Science, 1988. Polar Research
Board. 73 pp.
This "Strategy" series report identifies two important and poorly understood arctic marine
research areas requiring further emphasis: ecosystem dynamics of the arctic shelf and adjacent
seas, and circulation of the Arctic Ocean. The report also identifies a program plan for addressing
priorities and the logistics and technology necessary to implement the proposed research.
Satellite image atlas of glaciers of the world. Edited by R.S. Williams, Jr. and J.G. Ferrigno, 1988. U.S.
Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.
A series of volumes containing many examples of Landsat images of glaciers from all parts of
the Earth. The volume entitled "Antarctica" was published in 1988.
International Research in the Antarctic. Fifield, 1987. Oxford University Press, for SCAR and the
ICSU Press, Walton Street, Oxford. 146 pp.
This book describes the historical background to the present-day extensive scientific interest in
Antarctica, the achievements of Antarctic science, of the Working Groups and Groups of
Specialists of the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, and their involvements with other
international bodies of scientists and scientific institutions.
United States Arctic Research Plan. Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee, 1987. Washing-
ton, D.C. 334 pp.
A comprehensive five-year program plan for the overall Federal effort in Arctic research
Antarctic Solid-Earth Sciences Research: A Guide for the Next Decade and Beyond. Ad hoc
Committee on Antarctic Geosciences, 1986. Polar Research Board. 40 pp.
This report advocates a directed change in the U.S. approach to antarctic geosciences research,
including following a research plan, providing direction, providing a much greater utilization of
available new technology, concentrating research activities on a few selected geographic
regions, and establishing broad reconnaissance studies.
U.S. Research in A ntarctica in 2000 A.D. and Beyond: A Preliminary A ssessment. 1986. Polar Research
Board. 35 pp.
This report presents unweighted lists of major research goals that the antarctic scientific
researchers of today think will be of importance to antarctic science in the next century.
A Programme for International Polar Oceans Research (PIPOR). 1985. ESA SP- 1074. 42 pp.
Report of a science working group formulating a coordinated plan for international polar ocean
research using satellite and in situ measurements.
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Glaciers, Ice Sheets, and Sea Level: Effects of a CO2-Induced Climatic Change [Report of a Work-
shop Held in Seattle, Washington, 13-15 September 1984]. Committee on Glaciology, 1985.
Polar Research Board. 348 pp.
This volume contains the proceedings of a workshop held in Seattle, Washington on 13-15
September 1984, and provides an executive summary of consensus issues.
National lssues and Research Priorities in the Arctic. 1985. Polar Research Board. 124 pp.
This report contains the Polar Research Board's recommendations to the National Science
Foundation for a five-year Arctic research plan.
Oceanography from space: A research strategy for the decade 1985-1995, Parts 1 and2. 1984. Joint
Oceanographic Institutions Inc., Washington, D.C. 20 pp. and 32 pp.
A two-part report from the Joint Oceanographic Institutions' Satellite Planning Committee
describing a proposed research program utilizing both satellite and in situ measurements.
Passive Microwave Remote Sensing for Sea Ice Research [Report of the NASA Science Working
Group]. 1984. Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington. 55 pp.
Assesses sea-ice research applications of passive microwave data from future satellite missions.
Satellite Remote Sensing for Ice Sheet Research. 1984. NASA Technical Memorandum, No. 86233.
40 pp.
Reviews research applications to ice sheet research of high-resolution visible and SAR imagery,
infrared, passive-microwave, and scatterometer measurements, and surface topography infor-
mation from laser and radar altimeters.
The Polar Regions and Climatic Change. Ad hoc Committee on the Role of the Polar Regions in
Climatic Change, 1984. Polar Research Board. 59 pp.
In recognizing the important role of polar regions in climate change, this report concludes that
two principal focuses for future research should be: the development of models of the global
climate system with special attention to improved simulation of climatic processes in the polar
regions; and better understanding of the global-scale response of the oceans to atmospheric
changes in polar and subpolar latitudes.
The Polar Regions and Climatic Change, Appendix. Ad hoc Committee on the Role of Polar Regions
in Climatic Change, 1984. Polar Research Board. 113 pp.
This volume consists of three signed appendices that provide much of the background material
and documentation considered by the ad hoc Committee on the Role of the Polar Regions in
Climatic Change in framing their conclusions and recommendations.
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Glossary
ABW
ADEOS
AMI
AOL
AOS
ARCSS
ARSF
ASF
AVHRR
CDW
CERES
CCRS
CZCS
DMSP
DoD
EOS
ERBE
ERS-1
ESA
ESMR
GAC
GEOSAT
GLRS
GPS
GSFC
HRPT
IARPC
JERS-1
JIC
JOI
JPL
KRMS
LAC
LAWS
MODIS
MSS
NADC
NADW
NASA
NOAA
NOARL
NRL
Antarctic Bottom Water
Japanese Advanced Earth Observing Satellite
Active Microwave Instrument
NASA Airborne Oceanographic Lidar
Archive and Operations System
Arctic Systems Science
Antarctic Remote Sensing Facility
Alaska SAR Facility
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Circumpolar Deep Water
Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System
Canadian Center for Remote Sensing
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
Department of Defense
Earth Observing System
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
European Remote-Sensing Satellite
European Space Agency
Electronically Scanning Microwave Radiometer
Global Area Coverage
Navy's Geodetic Satellite Mission
Geoscience Laser Ranging System
Global Positioning System
Goddard Flight Center
High Resolution Picture Transmission data
tnteragency Arctic Research Policy Committee
Japanese ERS- 1
Navy/NOAA Joint Ice Center
Joint Oceanographic Institutions Incorporated
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
KA band Radiometer Mapping Sensor
Local Area Coverage
Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
Multi-Spectral Scanner
Naval Air Development Center
North Atlantic Deep Water
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory
Naval Research Laboratory
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Glossary
NSCAT
NSF
NSIDC
NSSDC
OCTS
OLS
ONR
PR
SAR
SBUV
SCAR
SMMR
SPOT
SSM/I
TM
TOMS
TOPEX/Poseidon
TOVS
UAF
USGS
NASA wind scatterometer
National ScienceFoundation
National Snow and Ice Data Center
National Space Science and Data Center
Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner
Optical Line Scanner
Office of Naval Research
Polarization Ratio
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Solar Backscatter Ultra Violet
Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
French Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre satellite
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
Thematic Mapper
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
Ocean Topography Experiment
Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder
University of Alaska at Fairbanks
United States Geological Survey
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